General & Antiques Auction Tuesday 30th October at 10.00.
Office furniture and computers. Bio ethanol Fires. Catering Equipment. Several good house clearances.
Beds, 3 pc suites, bedroom & living room furniture. Large qty of Xmas related items. Mobility scooters,
Homeware Surplus Stock & Returns: 100s of new Carpets & rugs. Living / dining / garden & bedroom furniture.
Many interior Lights, Kitchen items. Decorative pictures & wall clocks. Soft furnishings & home wares.
Mini Moo Ltd in Liquidation: A large qty of Maternity clothing from Mamalicious:Padded Coats & Jackets, bras,
panties, tank tops, dresses, strap tops, body bump slips, Moonbeam tops, 100s pairs of jeans,
Paintings & Pictures, Antique Furniture & Vintage items. Oil on canvas of Venice signed Colette Bouvard,
The contents of Mary Beresford William’s studio: a large collection of original oil paintings & watercolours, lithographs,
photographs, 100s of prints. China & Collectables Royal Doulton & Lladro figurines, collective lots of China & glassware,
dinner services, tea sets, collectible bottles, brass & copper ware, bracket & mantle clocks, postcards, RAF memorabilia,
vintage sewing & knitting memorabilia, vintage wedding dress & hats, handbags & belts, stamps, books, mirrors.
Jewellery & silver Heavy 5 piece silver tea & coffee service,
silver sugar shaker, other silver & plated items, gold sovereigns & gold rings, 9 carat gold Omega 60s watch,
Furniture: A fine Oak dresser base, various pine dressers, bookcases & bureaux, butlers tray & stand,
chests of drawers, 1950s piano, large dining tables & chairs, pedestal desks, Ercol Berger 3 piece suite etc.

Commercial Auction Wednesday 31st October at 10.00.
Woodworking, Plant & Machinery, Engineering & Building Equipment.
Forestor 900 Band Re-saw with feed table & extractor. Steton G500R 20” Planer Thicknesser.
Startrite 351S bandsaw, Record TSPP250 panel saw, Seromab cross Cut saw, Kiruna sharpener,
Fobco Pillar drill, Multico K1 Morticer, Interwiood vertical Belt sander, Axminster horiz.
Belt sander, Cramps & clamps. Axminster Ex demo machines. Timber.
Axminster SC8/750 AX1 Engineering lathe, Welding equipment. Power & hand tools. Mowers.
Workshop compressors. HGV gearbox lift, HGV wheel lift. Hyd. hammer digger attachment.
Might Mac wood chipper. Pallet trucks, acrow props, Generators. Ladders, pallet racking.
Qty of 7.25” gauge miniature Railway track with 2 carriages & bridge .
20 pallets (20m2) of Limestone paving. Slabs of slate.
Stone shower trays. 4000ltr Water tank, 2 oil tanks, Heras Fencing.
Towermatic T 400 mobile 2 man scissor lift alloy access tower. Many wooden farm gates, some hardwood.
Large qty of new ex display & overstock Bathroom & Kitchen fittings: baths, sinks, toilets, shower panels, shower
doors, heated towel rails, vanity units etc. taps, mixers, thermostatic showers, plus several new appliances.
Large qty of new boxed decorative interior light fittings.
Cancelled orders & returns:100s of new doors, internal & external..
Artists Materials : Canvasses: stretched, rolled and pre-painted.
20ft & 32ft Site Offices (secure). Bessacar Cameo 470GL caravan. Freelander 2 HSE TD4 2007..
3 x Fridge/freezer vans 2012. . Mercedes 18ton box lorry with taillift 2006 (insolvency).
Viewing : Saturday 27th Oct 9 – 1pm Monday 29th Oct. 9.-6pm, Sale days from 8.30

Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com..
www.mstauctioneers.co.uk

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 30/31 Oct 2018 @ 10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers Premium 18% +VAT except vehicles @10% +VAT

DAY 1 Rostrum 1 By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am
General household, IT, electrical, antiques & collectables
1.M - 10 white plastic / metal folding chairs
2.M - 10 white plastic / metal folding chairs
3.V - A quantity of various shop fittings including perspex
shelves & metal hangers. Contents of one shelf
4.M - A quantity of various school type bags. Contents of one
shelf
5.M - A quantity of various school type bags. Contents of one
shelf
6.M - 3 folding sack trucks
7.M - 1 Clyde shoe store (boxed) & 1 box of Cat 5 cable
8.M - 3 various chairs
9.V - A quantity of various Christmas related items wrapping
paper, ribbon etc. Contents of one shelf
10.V - A quantity of various Christmas related items wrapping
paper, ribbon etc. Contents of one shelf
11.V - A quantity of various Christmas related items wrapping
paper, ribbon etc. Contents of one shelf
12.V - A quantity of various Christmas related items wrapping
paper, ribbon etc. Contents of one shelf
13.V - A quantity of various Christmas related items wrapping
paper, ribbon etc. Contents of one shelf
14.V - A quantity of various Christmas related items wrapping
paper, ribbon etc. Contents of one shelf
15.V - A quantity of various Christmas related items wrapping
paper, ribbon etc. Contents of one shelf
16.V - 12 Green upholstered metal framed stacking chairs
17.V - 24 upholstered stacking banqueting type chairs
18.V - 24 upholstered stacking banqueting type chairs
19.M - 1 black metal garden table, 4 chairs with cushions & 1
parasol
20.M - 4 stacking garden chairs with cushions
21.M - 1 garden table & 4 folding garden chairs with cushions
22.M - 1 drop leaf table & 2 baskets containing various
umbrellas
23.M - 5 wooden folding tables
24.M - 1 garden sundial, 1 garden hose & 1 watering can
25.M - 1 tennis ball launcher by Lobster, 240v (Trade)
26.M - 1 Vitality elliptical bike - boxed
27.M - 1 Fit Massage vibrating machine by Crazy, 240v
(Trade)
28.M - 1 folding wheelchair by Days
29.M - 1 pine circular dining table with 4 chairs
30.M - A quantity of various items including a commode wheel
chair, walking aids etc
31.M - 1 parasol with granite base and "Sagres" advertising
logo printed on canopy plus 1 other non matching base
32.M - 2 novelty Santa sledges - 1 large 6ft x 3ft & 1 small
33.V - 3 polished stone fire surrounds - incomplete
34.V - 2 black trolleys
35.V - A quantity of approx 25 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars
36.V - A quantity of approx 25 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars
37.V - A quantity of approx 25 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars
38.V - A quantity of approx 27 blue plastic stacking crates on a
mobile skate
39.V - A quantity of approx 27 blue plastic stacking crates on a
mobile skate
40.V - A quantity of approx 27 blue plastic stacking crates on a
mobile skate
41.M - A quantity of various school type bags
42.M - 1 painted pine 2 door cupboard & 2 pine chairs
43.M - 1 garden bench with metal ends and wooden rails wood requires replacing and 1 metal leg is bent
44.M - 2 goblet shaped aztec design planters
45.M - 2 large 2 handled, 2 piece urn planters
46.M - 2 large sack design planters
47.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns each with two
handles
48.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns with leaf decoration
on sides - top rim is damaged on one urn

£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£10-£20
£30-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£30-£50
£100-£150
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£60
£40-£60
£25-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
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49.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns each with two
handles
50.M - 2 large 2 piece urn planters
51.M - One large terracotta garden figure and two small
stoneware pots
52.V - 5 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic bottles
and 1 box containing a large quantity of metal lids
53.V - 10 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic
bottles and 1 box containing 2156 metal lids
54.V - 10 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic
bottles and 1 box containing 2156 metal lids
55.V - 10 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic
bottles and 1 box containing 2156 metal lids
56.M - 1 parasol with car wheel base and "Sagres" advertising
logo printed on canopy
57.M - 1 hand crafted rustic wooden reindeer
58.M - 1 hand crafted rustic wooden reindeer
59.M - 1 hand crafted rustic wooden reindeer
60.M - 1 hand crafted rustic wooden reindeer
61.M - 1 hand crafted rustic wooden reindeer
62.M - 3 salon chairs
63.M - 1 garden waste shredder by B & Q, 2 folding plastic
trestles & 1 small step
64.M - A quantity of various Perspex display items including
literature holders etc. Contents of one shelf
65.V - A quantity of various colour plastic swing top bins.
Contents of one shelf
66.M - 3 vintage wooden crates with lids
67.V - 3 hexagonal inlaid slate table tops - designs differ
68.M - A quantity of various garden furniture & cushions.
Contents of one shelf
69.V - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Gardentec type GTS4501
70.M - 1 shelf unit by FMD type Nora - boxed
71.M - A very ornate green mottled marble fireplace surround
with mantelpiece and blank marble insert.
72.V - 1 unused large foam mattress by Jensen type Majestic
approx 2m x 2m
73.V - 1 unused large foam mattress by Jensen type Majestic
approx 2m x 2m
74.V - 1 unused single mattress with an unused base
75.M - 2 vintage Raleigh bicycles - 1 ladies & 1 gents
76.M - 1 mountain bike by Coventry Eagle type MTB Force &
1 child's bike by Emmelle type Rebel
76a.V - 1 girl's MTB by Apollo type: Charm
77.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
78.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
79.V - 1 multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6. 5kw
80.M - A large quantity of various books. Contents of one bay /
4 shelves & plastic crates are not included
81.M - A large quantity of various books. Contents of one bay /
4 shelves & plastic crates are not included
82.M - A large quantity of various books. Contents of one bay /
3 shelves & plastic crates are not included
83.M - A quantity of various items including a wooden duck
child's rocker, a ledger book, records, books, tea spoons
etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
84.M - 3 children's folding buggies, 1 high chair & 1 heater.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
85.M - A quantity of various household items including
ornaments, American Wild West busts, a spitfire DVD box
set etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
86.M - A quantity of various items including 5 Eddie Stobart
scale models, unused clothing, jigsaws etc. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
87.M - A quantity of various items including a bread maker,
books, DVDs etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
88.M - A quantity of mainly kitchen related items including
pots, pans, a toaster etc. Contains of one bay / 3 shelves
(Trade)
89.M - A quantity of various items including crockery,
ornaments etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
90.M - A quantity of various items including CDs, DVDs, a
vacuum cleaner, games etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves (Trade)
91.M - 1 black TV stand
92.M - 4 various shelf units / bookcases

£30-£50
£50-£70
£15-£30
£20-£40
£50-£100
£50-£100
£50-£100
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£120-£160
£15-£30
£15-£30
£5-£10
£40-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£150-£200
£150-£200
£140-£170
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£5-£10
£20-£40
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93.M - 4 items of dark wood bedroom furniture by Stag
£30-£50
comprising 2 chest of drawers & 2 bedside cabinets
94.M - 1 tile top coffee table, 2 small tables, 1 stool & 1
£10-£20
magazine basket
95.M - 2 wooden trolleys, 2 small wooden tables, 1 magazine £10-£20
rack and 1 wooden sewing box
96.M - A 2 part wood effect dresser with built in lights (Trade)
£10-£20
97.M - 1 pine open front bookcase
£20-£40
98.M - 1 vintage pine chest of drawers (2 + 3)
£20-£40
99.M - 1 hostess type trolley, one trouser press and one
£10-£20
vacuum cleaner by Electrolux (Trade)
100.M - 2 side boards with various drawers, doors & shelves £20-£40
circa 1970s
101.M - 4 Windsor style dining chairs - similar but not quite
£15-£30
matching
102.M - 1 dining table & 1 wood effect chest of drawers
£10-£20
103.M - 1 hostess trolley, 1 pine pedestal stand, 1 metal wine
£20-£40
rack and a nest of 3 tables
104.M - 4 various pine dining chairs & 2 wooden stools
£15-£30
105.M - 1 pine corner cabinet with cupboard under
£15-£30
106.M - 1 pine corner cabinet with cupboard under
£15-£30
107.M - A two part pine dresser with 2 glass doors above
£30-£50
108.M - A set of three graduating size mini pine stools
£10-£20
109.V - 1 pine oval dining table
£10-£20
110.M - A quantity of office folders, wall mounted leaflet holders £10-£20
etc. Contents of Top shelf
111.M - A quantity of horse prints, a clock, car accessories etc. £10-£20
Contents of 1 shelf
112.M - A pair of vintage skis by Head type 360 & a pair of ski
£15-£30
poles
113.V - 2 light painted ladder back dining chairs & 1 pine single £20-£30
head board
114.M - A floral patterned 3 piece suite
£15-£30
115.M - 2 wooden dining chairs
£5-£10
116.V - 2 brown upholstered dining chairs
£10-£20
117.M - One large wooden coffee table with shelf beneath
£10-£20
118.M - 1 oval extending dining table and 6 dining chairs by G
£40-£70
Plan
119.M - 6 items of white bedroom furniture comprising of 2
£10-£20
chest of drawers, 2 bedside cabinets and 2 other bedside
cabinets
120.M - 3 items of pine furniture comprising of 1 dressing table, £20-£40
one bedside table (no mirror) and 1 TV cabinet
121.M - 4 various reproduction style cabinets
£20-£40
122.V - Blank
123.V - Blank
124.V - Blank
125.M - 1 chest of five drawers & 2 matching bedside cabinets £80-£120
by Willis & Gambier
126.M - 1 dressing table with separate mirror by Willis &
£30-£50
Gambier
127.M - 1 wide chest of 6 drawers by Willis & Gambier
£30-£50
128.M - 1 purple upholstered reception / shop seat - comes
£15-£30
apart in sections to allow easy transport
129.M - 1 green floral upholstered 3 piece suite by Peter Guild
£40-£70
130.M - A quantity of various items including a Toshiba TV, a
£15-£30
Hoover carpet cleaner (no hose), an ironing board, cutlery,
a set of binoculars etc. Contents of two shelves (Trade)
131.M - A quantity of various floor rugs / carpets. Contents of
£15-£30
one shelf
132.M - 2 framed mirrors, 2 notice boards & a quantity of
£20-£40
various prints. Contents of one shelf
133.M - 1 baby nappy changing garden unit by Magrini
£10-£20
134.M - A quantity of various items including artists paper, a
£10-£20
rotary stand, stress balls, etc
135.M - A quantity of various artists items including frames,
£20-£40
canvas stretchers, brushes etc. Contents of one shelf
136.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Freerider type
£550-£650
FR168W supplied with a mains battery charger (Trade)
137.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Strider type ST1. £250-£350
Please note that this scooter is not supplied with a battery
charger. Internet search shows cost for a suitable charger
is £49
138.M - 1 green upholstered 3 piece suite
£20-£40
140.V - Two unused wide rattan garden/conservatory chairs by £40-£80
Giardino
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141.V - 4 unused folding metal garden chairs by Lynton Garden
type Hulste rrp £105
142.V - 1 large green garden parasol with cover rrp £56
143.V - Two small unused garden parasols by Schneider
Schirme, no base rrp £51.99 each
144.V - 1 large wooden garden table with cover
145.V - One Wooden barbecue Shelter by Forest Garden size 2
m by 1 m will require assembly rrp £363.99
146.V - 1 very large world globe, appears to be a learning aid
with dry wipe surface approx 1m in diameter x 1.4m in
height
147.V - 1 very large world globe, appears to be a learning aid
with dry wipe surface approx 1m in diameter x 1.4m in
height
148.M - One large black and grey print of a fishing boat 3' x 4'
149.V - One large semicircular tree bench by Caracella (item
will not flat pack)
150.V - 2 boxes containing a four piece rattan garden set by
Milano rrp £344.99
151.V - One large unused 5m cantilever parasol by Outsunny
type Sun Umbrella
152.V - A quantity of various garden furniture items including a
square parasol with base, a garden lounger no cushion,
folding chair, various cushions and a garden bench cover.
Please note the parasol base does have damage
153.V - 1 vintage style advertising trike by the Cargo Bike
Company, comes with large box on front
154.V - 1 vintage style advertising trike by the Cargo Bike
Company, comes with large box on front
155.V - 10 super jumbo pillows by deluxe rrp £11.99 a pack
156.V - A quantity of various unused household items including
scatter cushions, towels, cushion covers etc. Contents of
two baskets, baskets not included
157.V - A quantity of unused bedspread & duvet sets, all rrp
over £30 each. Contents of two shelves
158.V - A quantity of unused packs of curtains rrp over £24 per
set, contents of one shelf
159.M - 12 various items of ladies clothing
160.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
161.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
162.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
163.M - 9 various items of ladies clothing
164.M - A Ladies's cream coloured leather jacket by La Matta size 16
165.V - One king size 7 piece comforter set by Imperial includes
bedspread, two pillow shams, 2 decorative pillows, 1
cushion cover and a valance sheet rrp £57.99
166.V - One floor standing tripod lamp by Minisun type
Crawford RRP £42.39
167.V - 1 copper effect based table lamp by Wendell RRP
£69.36
168.V - 1 tripod based table lamp with large drum shade
169.V - one large metal feather wall decoration and one table
lamp by Globe, contents of one shelf
170.V - 2 table lamp bases by Hapton RRP £25.99 each and
one oversized Connor wall clock
171.V - One oversized train station type clock and 1 large figure
of Buddha, please note the statue has slight damage on
toe
172.V - 1 free-standing floor lamp by Fairmount Park type
Warwick RRP £122.99
173.V - 1 free standing floor lamp with large drum shade
174.V - 1 free standing floor lamp with blue drum shade
175.V - Two knitted pouffes one Brown one cream and one dual
fleece white rug underlay total RRP over £80
176.V - 8 unused duvet sets RRP approximately £30 each
contents of one shelf
177.V - 8 packs containing 8 pairs of unused curtains RRP
approximately £30 to £50 each
178.V - 1 large antique style round metal wall clock RRP £65.99
179.V - 4 burgundy velvet Sheen 58 cm scatter cushions RRP
£42.99 each
180.V - A quantity of various household items including four
throws and scatter cushions, contents of two baskets
181.V - One small taupe patterned floor rug by Grund RRP
£79.99

£20-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£80-£160
£70-£140
£200-£300
£200-£300
£10-£20
£50-£150
£70-£140
£50-£100
£20-£40

£300-£500
£300-£500
£10-£30
£30-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£30-£60
£40-£80
£20-£40
£20-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
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182.V - A quantity of various household items including a
bicycle basket, a picnic basket, a small metal table, a
storage footstool and a small Needlework basket. Contents
of one shelf
183.V - 1 x 2 piece induction compatible non-stick frying pans
by Circulon type Infinite RRP £54.99
184.V - 1 x 2 piece induction compatible non-stick frying pans
by Circulon type Infinite RRP £54.99
185.V - 1 x 2 piece induction compatible non-stick frying pans
by Circulon type Infinite RRP £54.99
186.V - A quantity of various kitchenware including unused
frying pans pots and pans cutlery and oven dishes contents
of one shelf
187.V - A quantity of various household items including an
artificial plant, a cherry decoration, 6 brass door handles, a
table clock, a hat and coat stand, a large quantity of clothes
hangers, a 3 arm rotary airer, a towel rail, a toilet seat, a
light up garden decoration in the shape of a bird, a vase
and a leather effect clothes bin
188.V - 1 x 16 piece dinnerware set in natural Grey by Fairmont
and Main, a Daewoo power blender, a Victor stove kettle
and a chopping board RRP in total over £130. Contents of
one shelf
189.V - A quantity of various kitchen related items including an
unused toaster, kettle, a 30 piece dinnerware set by
Ritzenhoff and Breker, teapots, espresso cups, moka
expresso making cafetiere etc. RRP totals over £260.
Contents of one shelf
190.V - A quantity of various mirrors including two round one
Oval and 1 dressing room table mirror, contents of one
shelf
191.V - A quantity of various household items including two
mirrors, a clock, a milk jug, a ship's decanter, plastic
glasses, wine glasses, contents of one shelf
192.V - A quantity of various household items including 3 blinds
for Velux windows, 1 other blind and a quantity of picture
frames. RRP in total over £150, contents of one shelf
193.V - a quantity of houseware products including a table
lamp, a table clock, bedside lamp & a floor lamp. RRP in
total over £160, contents of two shelves
194.V - A quantity of various household items including cup and
saucer set, a dinner plate set, a Milano 12 piece dinner set,
coffee, tea and sugar pots, a revolving shoe stand, a
draining board stand, a set of three floating shelves and a
key safe. Contents of two shelves. RRP in total over £150
195.V - A quantity of various household items including a
marble chopping board, a Lotus glass polyresin hurricane
candle holder, a Blind & Gagrani ceramic table vase by
Brambly Cottage. RRP in total over £80
196.V - One table lamp by Dar Lighting type Paxton RRP
£85.68
197.V - One table lamp by Mercer41 type Abalone. RRP
£147.99
198.V - One table lamp with green drum shade and silver base
199.V - A set of 2 table lamp bases by Mercer41 type Ricardo.
Please note only one lamp has the Drum shade RRP
£206.99
199a.V - 2 x Antique silver finish table lamps by DAR Lighting
type: Sonia RRP £132 each
200.V - 1 x 4 piece mirror wall decor set, 3 various wall clocks,
a round mirror, a floor lamp and a hat and coat stand. RRP
over £200, contents of two shelves
201.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size
small, rrp £55.00
202.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size
extra large, rrp £55.00
203.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size
extra large, rrp £55.00
204.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size
large, rrp £65.00
205.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
size small, rrp £55.00
206.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
size large, rrp £55.00
207.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
size large, rrp £55.00

£50-£100

£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£60
£30-£60

£30-£60

£50-£100

£25-£50
£20-£40
£30-£60
£25-£50
£30-£60

£20-£40

£20-£40
£30-£60
£15-£30
£40-£80
£50-£100
£40-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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208.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in black, size
large, rrp £55.00
209.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in black, size
M, rrp £55.00
210.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in black, size
S, rrp £55.00
211.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in
burgundy, various sizes, rrp £55.00 each
212.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in navy
blue, various sizes, rrp £55.00 each
213.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue,
size large, rrp £55.00 each
214.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue,
size medium, rrp £55.00 each
215.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue,
size M, rrp £55.00 each
216.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue, 5
size S, 5 size L, rrp £55.00 each
217.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue,
size L, rrp £55.00 each
218.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue, 5
size M, 5 size XL, rrp £55.00 each
219.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue,
size S, rrp £55.00 each
220.V - 14 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue,
various sizes, rrp £55.00 each
221.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black,
size L, rrp £55.00
222.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black, 5
size M, 5 size L, rrp £55.00 each
223.V - 10 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black, 5
size S, 5 size L, rrp £55.00 each
224.V - 8 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black, 5
size M, 3 size L, rrp £55.00 each
225.V - 6 blue 2 in 1 winter jackets by Mamalicious 4 x size
large, 1 x size M, 1 x XL rrp £90 each
226.V - 8 Grey Taylor coats by Mamalicious various sizes, RRP
£85 each
227.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in blue, size medium,
rrp £65.00
228.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in green, size large,
rrp £65.00
229.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in green, size large,
rrp £65.00
230.V - Over 100 unused maternity clothing items by
Mamalicious, contents of 3 shelves
231.V - Approx 70 unused maternity clothing items by
Mamalicious, contents of 4 boxes/1 shelf
232.V - Approx 70 unused maternity clothing items by
Mamalicious, contents of 4 boxes/1 shelf
233.V - Approx 90 unused maternity clothing items by
Mamalicious, contents of 6 boxes/2 shelves, crates are not
included
234.V - Approx 90 unused maternity clothing items by
Mamalicious, contents of 6 boxes/2 shelves, crates are not
included
235.V - 32 pairs of maternity jeans by Mamalicious, contents of
3 plastic crates. Crates not included
236.V - 30 pairs of maternity jeans by Mamalicious, contents of
4 crates. Crates not included
237.V - 160 items of mamalicious clothing including organic
maternity tops, contents of 9 baskets, baskets are not
included
238.V - Over 100 items of mamalicious clothing contents of 8
boxes/ 1 bay, boxes are not included
239.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 70 items of
mamalicious clothing contents of one shelf
240.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 70 items of
mamalicious clothing contents of one shelf
241.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 70 items of
Mamalicious clothing contents of one shelf
242.V - 30 pairs of maternity jeans by Mamalicious, contents of
a small plastic crate. Crate not included
243.V - 30 pairs of maternity jeans by Mamalicious, contents of
a small plastic crate. Crate not included

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£25-£50
£25-£50
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£100
£50-£100
£50-£100
£50-£80
£50-£100
£70-£90
£50-£100
£50-£100
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£40-£80
£60-£120
£60-£120
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£50-£80
£35-£70
£35-£70
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244.V - 30 pairs of maternity jeans by Mamalicious, contents of
a small plastic crate. Crate not included
245.V - A large quantity of assorted swimsuits and items of
clothing by Mamalicious, contents of 8 baskets. Baskets
not included
246.V - A large quantity of mamalicious clothing items contents
of 9 crates crates are not included
247.V - 10 boxes containing a large quantity of Mamalicious
clothing items, contents of 10 baskets, baskets not included
248.M - 35 pink baby grows by Bambina
249.V - One unused vehicle bike rack by Grand Tour
250.V - One unused vehicle bike rack by Grand Tour
251.V - 1 metal dog guard for a Land Rover Discovery with
fittings
252.V - One commercial office shredder by Fellowes type 225ci
- trade
253.V - Two commercial air conditioning units, one by ProLine
and one by Prem-I-Air - trade
254.M - A quantity of various household and electronic items
including a vintage Adidas sports bag, a MiniDisc player,
amplifier, television with no stand etc. Contents of 3
shelves - trade
255.M - A quantity of various items including and Integra face
care system, a small sewing machine, a light up picture
viewing box camcorder etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
256.M - A large quantity of DVDs and CDs, contents of 3
shelves
257.M - A quantity of various interesting books including vintage
Rupert the Bear books, Noddy books and a large quantity
of Mr Men books, contents of one shelf
258.M - A large quantity of DVDs CDs and books, contents of
for shelves
259.M - A quantity of various items including a vintage style
stereo system, records, CDs, cassettes and VHS, contents
of 4 shelves - trade
259a.V - One commercial office photocopier by Konica Minolta
type bizhub c203. Please note requires replacement ink trade
260.V - One keyboard amplifier by Carlsbro type Cobra 90 trade
261.M - A quantity of various items including 2 remote control
helicopters, talking photo albums, a BT Digital baby
monitor, 2 child's size snowsuits, a toy wooden pirate ship
etc Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
262.M - A quantity of various items including various LED
garden lights, a Union 5 lever lock with keys, a door chain,
a Black & Decker Laser with built in tripod type 360, 2 RCD
sockets, weatherproof boxes / switches etc. Contents of
two shelves
263.M - A quantity of various items including a Sid Vicious
limited edition doll various Sex Pistols DVDs CDs Punk
books a light etc contents of 3 shelves trade
264.M - A 5 Channel microphone/ public address amplifier by
TOA series 500 A-506-u trade
265.M - A quantity of various electronic items including vintage
walkman stereos, a 4 way satellite distribution system,
mobile phones, games and desktop drum set etc. Contents
of 5 shelves - trade
266.M - 1 knitting machine by Brother type KH-836 with a
quantity of various accessories
267.M - A quantity of various street art including books on
stencil graffiti graphic design etc including portfolio and
large superhero cut-outs. Contents of two shelves
268.To 272 are blank lots-k
273.M - A quantity of various DVDs including the Shakespeare
collection, Series 1 to 3 of the original series of Star Trek
and the complete set of Columbo, contents of one shelf
274.M - 4 portable MiniDisc players, a digital voice recorder, a
compact cassette recorder, a large number of Mini discs
new and unused, a MiniDisc lens cleaner etc. Contents of
one shelf - trade
275.M - A large quantity of vintage and modern packs of Top
Trumps, various ZX Spectrum cassette games, and a
portable DVD case full of DVDs. Contents of two shelves
276.M - 1 in car safety camera by Mobile Eye type 560,
requires mobile smartphone - trade

£60-£120
£50-£100
£50-£100
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£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
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£20-£40
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£20-£40
£30-£60
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£60
£40-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40

£15-£30

£40-£80
£20-£40
£40-£80

£80-£160
£30-£60

£20-£40
£20-£40

£10-£20
£10-£20
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277.M - 1 in car safety camera by Mobile Eye type 560,
requires mobile smartphone - trade
278.M - 2 in car safety cameras by Mobile Eye type 560,
requires mobile smartphone - trade
279.M - 2 in car safety cameras by Mobile Eye type 560,
requires mobile smartphone - trade
280.M - 1 combo Cue 2 wireless microphone box, 2 receivers
and mic cables - trade
281.V - One desktop PC with an athlon X3 3.2 gig processor
4GB RAM 250gb hard disk drive running Windows 10
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
282.V - One desktop PC with a dual core 2.5 gigahertz
processor 2GB RAM 80 GB hard disk drive unit comes with
monitor keyboard and mice trade
283.V - 1 desktop PC buy Antec with a Celeron 2.2 gigahertz
processor 2 GB RAM 80 GB hard disk drive running
Windows 10 unit comes with monitor keyboard and mouse
trade
284.V - One desktop PC with an AMD athlon 3.2 gig processor
4GB RAM 250gb hard disk drive running Windows 10 unit
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
285.V - One desktop PC with a dual core 2.5 GB processor 2
GB RAM 80 GB hard disk drive running Windows 10 unit
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
286.M - 4 plastic multi drawer storage cabinets / bins and an
electric impulse heat sealer model FS1400, 240v (Trade)
287.M - 1 aluminium tool case, 1 precision instrument transit
aluminium case by DI & 2 smaller carry cases
288.M - A quantity of various tablet and phone cases contents
of half a shelf
289.M - 2 unused Slimline LED light panels with drivers by
Eterna type PLED600 (600mm x 600mm) and a quantity of
various small fluorescent tubes for under kitchen cabinets
etc
290.V - 2 desktop printers by Kyocera type ecosystem & one by
i-Sensys - trade
291.V - One desktop PC with an AMD athlon 3.2 processor
4GB RAM 120gb hard disk drive running Windows 10 unit
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
292.V - One desktop PC with a Celeron 2.2 gigahertz processor
2 GB RAM 150 GB hard disk drive running Windows 10
comes with a monitor keyboard and mouse trade
293.V - One desktop PC with an AMD athlon 3.2 processor
4GB RAM 250gb hard disk drive running Windows 10 unit
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
294.V - One desktop PC with an AMD athlon 3.2 gigahertz
processor 4GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive running
Windows 10 unit comes with monitor keyboard and mouse
trade
295.V - One desktop PC with an AMD A4 2.5 processor 8GB
RAM 120 GB hard disk drive running Windows 10 unit
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
296.V - One desktop PC with a dual core 3.0 gigahertz
processor 4GB RAM 120gb hard disk drive running
Windows 10 unit comes with monitor keyboard and mouse
trade
297.M - A vintage Canon auto zoom 814 electronic camcorder
and a vintage camera buy TTL contents of two shelves
trade
298.V - 1 Samsung Galaxy Ace smartphone model GT s5830i
boxed trade
299.M - A quantity of approx 14 various camera and other
precision lenses including 1 x Proskar f=105mm, 2 x Watts
12 inch / F32 with mounting plates, , several lenses by
Schneider Kreuznach, Beck etc. Contents of two shelves
300.M - 1 interchangeable lens digital camera by Sony type
nex-3 unit comes with charger battery and case trade
301.M - 1 mobile smartphone by HTC and one other handheld
mobile phone by Samsung model b2100 trade
302.V - One desktop PC with an Intel Core i3 3.3 gig processor
RAM 500GB hard disk drive running Windows 10 comes
with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
303.V - 1 multifunction printer by Epson type workforce wf-3620
(Trade)

£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40

£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30

£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40

£20-£40
£20-£40

£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50

£40-£60
£10-£20
£30-£60
£10-£30
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304.M - 1 laptop computer with an AMD athlon 1.7 gig CPU
3GB RAM 256gb SSD, please note the laptop will start
from the battery but will not start plugged into the adaptor,
therefore requires attention. trade
305.V - 1 multifunction printer by HP type Officejet pro 6970
trade
306.M - One Sony Vaio laptop with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.26 gig
CPU 4GB RAM 320GB hard disk drive running Windows 10
and has Microsoft Office installed unit comes with bag
trade
307.V - 1 laptop computer by fujitsu-siemens with an Intel T1
501.86 gigahertz CPU 2GB RAM 150 GB hard disk drive
running Windows Vista unit comes with recovery discs bag
and two cordless phones trade
308.V - 1 server tower unit by Fujitsu type primergy tx100 S2,
with a xeon quad core 2.5 gigahertz processor 8GB RAM
no hard drive installed unit does have Windows small
business Server 2011 flash trade
309.V - One tower server unit by Fujitsu type primigi tx100 S3
with a xeon quad core 3.1 gigahertz CPU 12 GB RAM no
hard drive installed but unit does have Small Business
Server 2011 flash trade
310.V - 1 interactive dry wipe board / touch board by Smart type
SB 680 with a Smart Unifi 35 projector, 4 pens and eraser
(Trade)
311.V - Two Apple monitors with a keyboard
312.V - Two Apple monitors with keyboard and a mouse trade
313.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a
Samsung television, a Panasonic cordless phone, a Doro
mobile phone and encore radio etc - trade
314.M - 1 surround sound AV amplifier by Onkyo model number
TNXR906, with instructions and remote control trade
315.M - 1 unused / boxed 3 burner brown enamel gas hob with
lift up glass lid by SMEV , 8000 series type 8563/4. Will suit
camper van / caravan etc and new cost was in region of
£295
316.M - 1 Samsung DVD recorder with hard disk drive and one
Humax pvr-9150t both with remote controls trade
317.V - One commercial Pat machine by Seaward type
Supernova Elite trade
318.V - One commercial Pat machine by Seaward type
Supernova Elite trade
319.M - 1 32 inch LG flat screen TV model number 32 lx20r.
Please note this does not come with a stand, wall bracket
OR remote - trade
320.V - A quantity of various electronic items including a Philips
stereo, a Titan music on hold compact disc player, a
rackmount DVD player, a pair of speakers, coin counter
etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
321.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a
system line media server with various accessories,
speakers, switch boxes etc. Not known if complete,
contents of four shelves
322.M - A quantity of various items including a small locking
display cabinet with key, a key storage cabinet (with key) ,
Jiffy bags, a Dymo label machine type Letratag, a Brother
label machine, laminating pouches etc. Contents of 3
shelves
323.V - 3 electric radiators by Stirflow - trade
324.M - A quantity of various DVDs contents of 1 shelf
325.V - 4 unused sealed laptop bags by Dell
326.V - 5 unused boxed portable convector heaters 2000w by
Daewoo - trade
327.V - 5 unused boxed portable convector heaters by Daewoo
2000w - trade
328.V - Four portable turbo convector heaters by Daewoo
2000w - trade
329.V - 1 skin scanner type F-1 & a quantity of skin care
products by Dermalogica. Please note that the skin
scanner has a cracked plastic viewer surround. Contents of
one shelf (Trade) 2000w - trade
330.V - 6 portable turbo convector heaters by Daewoo 2000w trade
331.V - A quantity of various electronic items including four flexi
desk lamps and two fans, trade, contents of one shelf
332.V - 5 toasters by Kitchen Perfected - trade

£10-£20

£10-£20
£30-£60

£20-£40

£30-£60

£40-£80

£40-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£80
£40-£80

£10-£20
£100-£200
£100-£200
£20-£40
£30-£60

£20-£40

£15-£30

£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£60
£10-£20

£50-£80
£10-£20
£25-£50
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333.V - 5 toasters by Kitchen Perfected - trade
334.V - 5 toasters by Kitchen Perfected - trade
335.V - 5 toasters by Kitchen Perfected - trade
336.V - 5 toasters by Kitchen Perfected - trade
337.V - 6 toasters by Kitchen Perfected - trade
338.V - 1 unused, boxed, grey leather back pack by Made in
Global
339.V - 1 unused, boxed, brown leather back pack by Made in
Global
340.V - 1 unused, boxed, brown leather back pack by Made in
Global
341.V - 1 unused, boxed, black leather bag by Made in Global
342.V - 1 unused, boxed, black leather bag by Made in Global
343.V - 1 unused, boxed, Tan leather bag by Made in Global
344.V - 1 unused, boxed, Tan leather bag by Made in Global
345.V - 1 unused, boxed, white leather bag by Made in Global
346.V - 1 unused, boxed, white leather bag by Made in Global
347.V - 1 unused, boxed, red leather bag by Made in Global
348.V - 1 unused, boxed, red leather bag by Made in Global
349.V - 1 unused, boxed, dark brown leather ruck sack by
Made in Global
350.V - 1 unused, boxed, dark brown leather ruck sack by
Made in Global
351.V - 1 unused, boxed, black leather bag by Made in Global
352.V - 1 unused, boxed, grey leather ruck sack by Made in
Global
353.V - 1 unused, boxed, grey leather ruck sack by Made in
Global
354.M - A quantity of various gift related items including plastic
Roses, garden wear, Earth globes etc. Contents of three
shelves
355.M - A quantity of various gift related items, contents of
three shelves
356.M - A quantity of various gift related items, contents of
three shelves
357.M - A quantity of various gift related items, contents of
three shelves
358.M - A quantity of various gift related items, contents of
three shelves
359.M - A quantity of various gift related items, contents of
three shelves
360.M - A quantity of various gift related items, contents of
three shelves
361.M - A quantity of various gift related items, contents of
three shelves
362.M - 2 boxes containing a large quantity of rugby shirts
363.M - 2 boxes containing a large quantity of rugby shirts
364.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
365.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
366.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
367.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
368.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
369.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
370.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
371.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
372.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
373.V - A quantity of Christmas related items, contents of four
shelves
374.V - 6 boxes containing a large quantity of Christmas
wrapping paper
375.V - 6 boxes containing a large quantity of Christmas
wrapping paper
376.V - 6 boxes containing a large quantity of Christmas
wrapping paper
377.V - 7 boxes containing a large quantity of Christmas
wrapping paper and roll wrap
378.M - 6 various framed and unframed prints

£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40
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379.M - One box containing a large number of framed and
unframed prints
380.M - One box containing a quantity of framed prints
381.M - One box containing a quantity of framed prints
382.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of framed prints
501.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback books (two
shelves)
502.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback and paperback
books (4 shelves)
503.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback and paperback
books (6 shelves)
503a.M - A rare 1960s Thorn Atlas Sputnik table lamp, a vintage
chromium reading lamp, a brass desk lamp and a model
wooden trebuchet
504.M - A quantity of miscellaneous old glass bottles (1 shelf)
505.M - A quantity of miscellaneous boxed Dinky models and a
quantity of vintage car desk sets etc (two shelves)
506.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative brass and
copper ware, other metal ornaments, an oil lamp and a
Tilley Lamp (2 shelves)
507.M - A qty. of miscellaneous pictures & frames (1 shelf)
508.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage toy robots, toys
and figures etc (3 shelves)
509.M - A quantity of action men dolls in various costumes and
a quantity of other toys (2 shelves)
510.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books and maps etc (2
shelves)
511.V - A quantity of creative hands magazines, various books
and miscellaneous CDs and other items (2 shelves)
512.M - Misc vintage wooden and other toys, games and Dolls
etc (Six shelves)
513.M - A qty. of miscellaneous hardback and paperback books
(5 shelves)
514.M - A vintage singer electric sewing machine in a carry
case, a quantity of miscellaneous decorative metal ware
and a quantity of gate furniture (3 shelves)
515.M - A quantity of miscellaneous knitting wool and various
patterns (three shelves)
516.M - A Doctor Who Cyberman figure, Julius plush doll figure
and a bearbrick figure (1 shelf)
517.M - A quantity of Lego and a quantity of vintage Meccano
(Three Shelves)
518.M - A vintage fishing rod and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative pictures and books etc (2 shelves)
519.M - A vintage kitchen weighing scales and a quantity of
decorative kitchen storage jars and Glass etc (two shelves)
520.M - A vintage reel-to-reel tape recorder, a quantity of prerecorded tapes and misc. old records etc. (2 shelves)
521.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware,
metalware and ornaments etc (three shelves)
522.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative
chinaware, glassware and ornaments etc (7 shelves)
523.M - A quantity of miscellaneous large stoneware flagons
and jars and a quantity of smaller stoneware jars (One
Shelf)
524.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware (2
shelves)
525.M - Ladies lilac wedding hat with hat box
526.M - 3 various vintage brass taps and a quantity of
decorative brass, copper and metal ware including a
copper lamp frame with glass
527.M - A vintage Smiths red and white Gingham Sectric wall
clock with a matching Smiths original advertising sign
528.M - 3 decorative hat boxes & various ladies hats (2
shelves)
529.M - A quantity of miscellaneous desk and reading lamps
(one shelf)
530.M - A qty. of Denby stoneware crockery and other
decorative chinaware etc (2 shelves)
531.M - Quantity of old 78 RPM records and LP records etc
(three shelves)
532.M - 5 decorative table lamps and a desk lamp (one Shelf)
533.M - 4 old bowling woods and various interesting books and
pictures (one shelf)
534.M - A Bell and Howell lumina 2 vintage projector and a
Noris Trumpf 300 vintage projector

£30-£60
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
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535.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware
and ornaments (6 shelves)
536.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback and paperback
books 5 (shelves)
537.M - A qty. of miscellaneous stoneware jars and decorative
copper ware (2 shelves)
538.M - A genuine Gerald Genta watch box (NO watch) and a
quantity of miscellaneous display boxes, a thimble display
cabinet and jewellery boxes etc
539.M - A gentleman's red and black plaid woollen tartan kilt by
Hector and Russell
540.M - A quantity of unsigned and unframed oil painted
canvases from the studio of Mary Beresford Williams
541.M - 6 unframed signed paintings by Mary Beresford
Williams
542.M - 4 unframed signed paintings by Mary Beresford
Williams
543.M - 3 unframed signed paintings by Mary Beresford
Williams
544.M - 6 original black & white drawings by Mary Beresford
Williams
545.M - A quantity of sketchbooks and drawing pads containing
paintings and drawings from the studio of Mary Beresford
Williams
546.M - A quantity of miscellaneous unframed paintings,
drawings and prints mainly signed by Mary Beresford
Williams (three shelves)
547.M - A quantity of misc paintings, canvases and drawings
etc. mainly unsigned from the studio of Mary Beresford
Williams (2 shelves)
548.M - A folio of unframed paintings and other unframed
paintings from the studio of Mary Beresford Williams (1
shelf)
549.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous unframed unsigned
prints from the studio of Mary Beresford Williams (4
shelves)
550.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous unframed signed
prints from the studio of Mary Beresford Williams (4
shelves)
551.M - A large quantity of unframed signed prints by Mary
Beresford Williams (four shelves)
552.M - A large quantity of framed signed prints by Mary
Beresford Williams and several other prints (4 shelves)
553.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous framed and unframed
photographs from the studio of Mary Beresford Williams (4
shelves)
554.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous framed and unframed
photographs from the studio of Mary Beresford Williams (4
shelves)
555.M - A qty. of misc pictures and frames
556.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
557.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous vintage handbags,
carry bags and a large ostrich feather fan
558.M - 4 Large unframed oil painted canvases from the studio
of Mary Beresford Williams
559.M - Pair of reproduction copper ships lamps, a miners lamp
converted to electricity, a silver-plated table candle stand, a
silver-plated oval tray and 2 meat plates
560.M - A quantity of miscellaneous framed paintings some
signed by Mary Beresford Williams
561.M - An unused pair of large Zhumell 20 x 80 binoculars with
case, tripod, various stands, and three other pairs
binoculars
562.M - An old point 177 air rifle (not working) and a gamo air
pistol
563.M - A Comet model 300 0.22 air rifle
564.M - An Original .177 air rifle with carrying slip
565.M - A frame oil painting of Exeter Cathedral yard signed
Mary Beresford Williams
566.M - Three framed paintings with a seaside theme signed
Mary Beresford Williams
567.M - 5 framed paintings signed Mary Beresford Williams
568.M - Large framed oil painting of a fishing boat signed Mary
Beresford Williams
569.M - A large framed oil on board "La Signora in Grigio " by
Lazzaro Donati 1966, inscribed on back panel.

£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£50
£20-£50
£20-£50
£20-£50
£10-£20
£20-£50
£20-£30
£20-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£50
£10-£30
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£20
£30-£60
£25-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£60
£20-£50
£20-£40
£100-£150
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570.M - 3 framed paintings signed by Mary Beresford Williams
£20-£60
571.M - Three paintings of her mother signed Mary Beresford
£20-£60
Williams
572.M - 2 self portraits by Mary Beresford Williams by the artist. £20-£40
One in oils, one in pencil.
573.M - 8 unframed signed paintings by Mary Beresford
£20-£50
Williams
574.M - A green and white decorative Royal Doulton sonnet
£20-£40
part dinner, tea and breakfast service
575.M - A ladies sheepskin coat, ladies sheepskin gilet, various £10-£20
furs, hats and 2 ladies vintage jackets
576.M - Blue and white willow pattern meat plate, 2
£10-£20
Copenhagen commemorative plates, a Royal Doulton
Willow patterned platter, three pieces of green and white
floral Mason and a quantity of decorative chinaware etc
577.M - An album of a vintage postcards, an oak cased Aneroid £20-£30
barometer and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative
ornaments and household sundries etc
578.M - A quantity of miscellaneous lace works, Embroideries
£10-£20
and fabrics etc.
579.M - A pair of heavy bulbous brass table lamps with shades £30-£50
580.M - 7 framed paintings signed by Mary Beresford Williams
£30-£60
581.M - A large framed limited edition print of Dittisham, on the £20-£40
river Dart ?? , signed in pencil M D Barnfather, 392 of 850.
581A.M - Large framed limited edition print of a farm in the snow, £20-£40
by M D Barnfather, signed in pencil.
582.M - A framed print of a continental Lakeside garden and a
£10-£20
gilt framed print of an 18th century interior scene
583.M - 5 large framed prints
£20-£40
584.M - Framed print of a lady, a framed print a mountain scene £10-£20
and a framed black and white photograph of Canterbury
Cathedral
585.M - Three decorative framed prints
£5-£10
586.M - A gilt framed oil on board of a Kentish farmhouse with
£10-£30
oast houses signed J Sharp
587.M - Oil on canvas of a continental street scene signed
£50-£100
"Bernard"
588.M - A signed framed print of the Battle of Trafalgar
£10-£20
589.M - A gilt framed oil on canvas of a Venetian canal scene £1000-£2000
with gondola sign Bouvard, Shades of the evening by
Collette Bouvard. Size: 25.75" X 20". Copy of original
purchase receipt included.
590.M - A vintage bridal gown with veil and headdress
£10-£20
591.M - A collection of art books each one featuring a different
£10-£20
artist and an addition of the Origin of Species
592.M - A Chinese decorative tea set
£10-£20
593.M - A Times list of the world, a commemorative copy of the £10-£20
Times and a book of signatures
594.M - An old washboard, a vintage stylophone, a quantity of
£10-£20
miscellaneous decorative chinaware, glassware and
household sundries etc
595.M - A stamp collection with albums, stamps and stamp
£10-£30
collecting equipment
596.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative commemoration £10-£20
plates and a Shelley teapot
597.M - An Indian military sabre and a 19th Century and
£10-£30
bayonet with scabbard
598.M - A 19th Century wooden / brass plough plane by WB
£20-£40
Williams and a 19th Century wooden shaping plane C
Marks
599.M - An Indian sword with scabbard
£10-£20
600.M - Blank lot
601.M - A replica stage prop M3 machine gun
£5-£10
602.M - A heavy 5 piece silver tea and coffee service comprise; £600-£800
teapot, two coffee pots, cream jug and sugar basin,
hallmarked Sheffield 1930 weight approximately 2535 gms
603.M - A large silver sugar caster with a pierced top and
£50-£100
circular foot, weight approximately 310 gms
604.M - A large rectangular silver photo frame
£40-£80
605.M - A small rectangular silver cigarette box with a lift lid
£30-£40
606.M - A small silver pin tray and a silver tea strainer with
£30-£60
stand, weight approx 166 gms
607.M - A 6 bottle glass cruet on a silver plated stand
£20-£30
608.M - A 3 piece silver-plated tea set
£10-£20
609.M - A collection of 8 framed photographs of old Exmouth
£20-£40
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610.M - A collection of 6 framed old posters and photograph
relating to Exmouth
611.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware and
drinking glasses
612.M - A part floral decorated Denby stoneware dinner and tea
service
613.M - A large brass preserving pan, a kitchen scales with a
brass band, an Edwardian copper crumb tray with brush
and a quantity of decorative brass and copper ware etc.
614.M - A quantity of large mixing bowls, jardinieres and kitchen
pots set
615.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated
ware and cutlery etc.
616.M - A part Royal Doulton ivy pattern larchmont dinner and
coffee service
617.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware and
drinking glasses
618.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative wood ware and
wooden ornaments
619.M - A grey and white patterned Royal Standard tea set
620.M - A quantity of various embroidery wools and silks, dress
patterns, zips, buttons and general haberdashery etc
621.M - A qty. of vintage ladybird and other children's books
622.M - A Royal Doulton figurine "The Orange Lady"
623.M - A large lladro figure of a seated a lady sewing and
stelio mola a figure of a Lady
624.M - An Ainsley blue and cream patterned Tea Set and a
Royal Doulton April Showers coffee set
625.M - 6 various cut glass decanters
626.M - A floral patterned Duchess part dinner and tea service
627.M - A large collection of souvenir tea spoons and quantity
of decorative silver-plated cutlery
628.M - Various Royal Doulton and other character jugs and
various bird and other figures
629.M - A part coffee and cream coloured Doulton Burslem
coffee service
630.M - 2 pale grey and blue pattern figures of ladies made in
Spain
631.M - 4 miniature Royal Doulton figurines of ladies
632.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative miniature
ornaments and chinaware etc
633.M - A vintage dolly and a quantity of souvenir dolls
634.M - 2 Border Fine Arts figures of elephants
635.M - A heavy polished stone bust of a tribal figure
636.M - An Aynsley blue and floral patterned tea set
637.M - A mahogany cased domed top bracket clock
638.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage gloves, scarves
and belts etc
639.M - Various train related commemorative wall plates, a
Japanese Tea Set and a quantity of decorative chinaware
and ornaments
640.M - 3 Royal Doulton figurines of ladies; Alexandra, Patricia
and Jane, plus a figure of a seated lady
641.M - A vintage child's till, a vintage 3D viewer and a quantity
of old Radio Times'
642.M - A quantity of misc decorative tea cups and saucers
643.M - A quantity of RAF related items including beakers,
placemats & plaques etc
644.M - Blank lot
645.M - Blank lot
646.M - Blank lot
647.M - a 19th Century small sack scale / balance marked
Young London with brass bell weight
648.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery
649.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery
650.M - A collection of 19th century hat pin and dressing table
bottles with white metal/silver plate tops
651.M - 1 volume of Harry Potter, 4 diecast model cars, a
vintage alarm clock and various currency notes
652.M - Two volumes of album de la Grande Guerre 1916/17
653.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery
653a.M - a collection of miscellaneous vintage table and hand
lighters by Ronson etc and a collection of match books
654.M - A 9 carat gold set Ruby and diamond ring
655.M - An 1881 gold sovereign set in a 9 carat gold ring
656.M - A Victorian half sovereign set in a yellow metal ring

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20

£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£60
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£30
£80-£120
£200-£300
£80-£120
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657.M - A 1925 gold sovereign
658.M - A gentleman's Seiko wrist watch
659.M - A 1960s vintage 9 carat gold Gents Omega watch, Val
601, with yellow metal expanding bracelet
660.M - A ladies engraved silver cased pocket watch
661.M - A silver tablespoon
662.M - An unframed signed print "The ship aground" by Sheila
Stafford 1989
663.M - A 1900 Victoria gold sovereign
664.To 668 are blank lots
669.M - A Victorian Pine cabinet with two glazed doors above
enclosing painted shelves 2 short and 3 long drawers
below
670.M - Rectangular wall mirror in a white frame
671.M - A rectangular wall mirror in a gilt frame and a shaped
wall mirror in a gilt frame
672.M - A pair of green painted heavy cast iron bench ends
673.M - Rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a gilt frame
674.M - A domed top overmantle mirror in a black wood frame
675.M - A 19th Century mahogany French armoire, presently in
pieces, buyer to satisfy themselves that it is complete
676.M - Oak cased grandmother clock and a collection of
miscellaneous umbrellas and walking sticks
677.M - A mahogany Bureau bookcase with a fall front
enclosing a fitted interior, 2 short and 2 long drawers below
and two glazed doors above enclosing adjustable shelves
678.M - A French Edwardian light mahogany double wardrobe
with 2 doors
679.M - An inlaid mahogany Edwardian double wardrobe with
an oval mirrored door and 2 drawers under
680.M - Heavily carved oak 3 part dresser with two doors above
two drawers and two doors below
681.M - A reproduction mahogany tall display cabinet with a
glass door enclosing glass shelves
682.M - A large open fronted oak bookcase with adjustable
shelves
683.M - An oval bevelled wall mirror in a gilt frame and a
shaped wall mirror in a gilt frame
684.M - Reproduction floor standing corner cabinet with a glass
door and closing shelves and a panelled door below
685.M - 2 rectangular gilt framed mirrors
686.M - An Edwardian black painted metal child's cot
687.M - A vintage wooden case radiogram and a kneeling chair
688.M - 2 Vintage cabin trunks
689.M - A fawn upholstered button backed armchair
690.M - A wheel back elbow chair and 3 other bedroom chairs
691.M - A small carved oak rectangular top drop leaf table
692.M - A carved camphor wood chest with a lift lid
693.M - A vintage walnut dressing table with a swing mirror and
3 drawers under
694.M - A white and gilt painted telephone table
695.M - A nest of three reproduction coffee tables and 3 similar
reproduction coffee tables
696.M - 2 open fronted dark wood bookcases
697.M - A decorative white painted full length dressing mirror
698.M - A reproduction mahogany bureau with a fall front and 3
drawers under
699.M - Mahogany dressing chest with 5 drawers and brass
ring handles
700.M - Two white and gilt decorative triple dressing mirrors
701.M - A reproduction floor standing corner cabinet
702.M - A reproduction floor standing corner cabinet
703.M - A reproduction cabinet with two doors
704.M - 3 rectangular metal storage trunks beach with a lift lid
and a metal band cabin trunk
705.M - A vintage walnut bedroom chest of 4 drawers
706.M - A Victorian mahogany balloon back dining chair
707.M - A reproduction Serpentine front sideboard
708.M - A small Oak vintage sewing box with a lift lid
709.M - A small pine washstand with a marble top and tiled
splashback
710.M - A pylon hat and coat stand, a small wall bracket, an
octagonal pedestal table, a small rectangular hall table and
a turned torchere
711.M - An Edwardian, gentleman's chair with green upholstery

£180-£220
£10-£20
£280-£350
£40-£60
£10-£20
£10-£20
£170-£200
£80-£120
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£80
£10-£20
£40-£60
£30-£50
£30-£50
£40-£80
£20-£40
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£40
£5-£10
£5-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£30
£5-£10
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712.M - An off white upholstered nursing chair and a patterned
rug
713.M - A pink upholstered button back armchair
714.M - A retro Ercol Bergere three piece suite with brown
patterned upholstery
715.M - A mahogany hall table on fluted legs
716.M - A small mahogany drop leaf table
717.M - A vintage golden oak roll top desk with drawers
718.M - A Victorian carved mahogany spoon back ladies chair
with buttoned upholstery
719.M - 1 Georgian oak country made fall front bureau with 2
short and 3 long drawers below, fall front opens to reveal
12 small drawers, 4 small shelves and a small central
cupboard - circa 1780
720.M - An Edwardian folding upholstered chair
721.M - An Edwardian Oak rectangular topped wind out dining
table with heavy turned and fluted legs
722.M - A set of 7 Edwardian Oak dining room chairs with
upholstered lift out seats
723.M - A pair of child's tub chairs
724.M - A reproduction golden wood double bed with similar
bedside table
725.M - A brass lamp standard with shade and two brass table
lamps with shades
726.M - A set of 8 reproduction brass inlaid dining chairs
727.M - A reproduction oval ended twin pedestal dining table
728.M - A mahogany oval ended extending dining table on
cabriole legs
729.M - Decorative brass fire Fender, a pair of brass fire dogs,
various brass fire irons and the brass rail spark guard
730.M - An oval bevelled wall mirror in wooden frame
731.M - A mahogany rectangular top pedestal desk with a
tooled leather surface, drawers with brass drop handles
732.M - Two small circular topped tables and a circular top
kitchen stool
733.M - A mahogany mirror back sideboard with two drawers
and two doors
734.M - A 1960s vintage upright piano in a golden wood case,
by Duck Son and Pinker
735.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany music stool with an
upholstered lift seat
736.M - A decorative black and gilt lacquered cabinet with two
doors
737.M - 3 reproduction yew wood semicircular side tables
738.M - A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long
drawers with turned knobs
739.M - 3 miscellaneous bedroom chairs
740.M - An Edwardian child's wooden high chair
741.M - A vintage walnut bow front display cabinet
742.M - 3 Oak open fronted bookcases
743.M - An oak display cabinet with two glazed doors
744.M - A pair of pine bedside cabinets each with a drawer and
door
745.M - A pine rectangular topped side table with 2 drawers on
turned legs
746.M - An oak canted corner hall table with a drop leaf and 1
drawer
747.M - Small Oak rectangular top drop leaf coffee table
748.M - A pale blue upholstered buttoned back tub chair
749.M - A Chippendale style oak dining chair with a wooden
seat
750.M - An Edwardian ebonised American rocking chair with
green upholstered
751.M - A golden wood armchair with brocade upholstery, a
ladder back rush seat dining chair and a Victorian buttoned
back ladies chair
752.M - 9 similar Victorian mahogany shaped back dining
chairs
753.M - A large Pine storage box with a lift lid, side handles and
a false drawer front
754.M - A large oval galvanized bath with side handles
755.M - An Edwardian coal box, a small mahogany wall bracket
and a brass magazine rack
756.M - An Edwardian mahogany rectangular top pedestal
writing desk with a tooled leather surface, drawers under
with brass drop handles

£10-£20
£5-£10
£80-£150
£5-£10
£5-£10
£80-£120
£10-£30
£40-£70

£5-£10
£50-£100
£30-£80
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£30
£30-£100
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£30
£5-£10
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£10-£30
£5-£10
£30-£50
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757.M - A small pine side table with a drawer, a slat back
kitchen chair, a shaped top mahogany table and a small
coffee table
758.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany chest 2 short & 3 long
drawers
759.M - Oak cased domed top mantel clock
760.M - A reproduction walnut display cabinet with two glazed
doors and two panels doors under
761.M - A Victorian mahogany 4-tier corner whatnot
762.M - An Edwardian mahogany sideboard with two drawers
two panel doors
763.M - A carved oak bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted
interior and two drawers
764.M - A reproduction mahogany side table
765.M - A reproduction mahogany Canterbury
766.M - A reproduction mahogany bedroom chest 2 short and 3
long drawers and a small reproduction bedside cabinet
767.M - A small mahogany bedroom chest of 3 drawers with
oval brass drop handles
768.M - A mahogany framed oval dressing mirror
769.M - Reproduction mahogany rectangular top side table with
two drawers on reeded legs
770.M - A mahogany circular top drop leaf dining table on
cabriole legs
771.M - A large Victorian oak chest of 2 short and 4 long
graduated drawers with cock beading and turned knobs
772.M - A vintage walnut bureau with a fall front enclosing a
fitted interior with 3 drawers under
773.M - A Regency flame mahogany chiffonier with two panel
doors
774.M - A quality reproduction Oak dresser base with 3 drawers
and open shelf under
775.M - A quality reproduction Butlers tray with folding sides
and a folding stand

£10-£20
£10-£30
£5-£10
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£30
£30-£50
£10-£30
£10-£30
£50-£80
£20-£40

DAY 1 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am
Office Furniture, Catering Equipment, Carpets &
Rugs, Home furnishings
1001.To 1006 are blank lots
1007.M - 1 plastic bin containing 9 various fire extinguishers
1008.M - 2 pop up type exhibition stands in oval black plastic
flight cases
1009.M - 3 pop up type exhibition stands in black plastic flight
cases
1010.M - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables
1011.M - 1 white circular table with adjustable height legs
1012.M - 2 white rectangular tables with adjustable height legs
1013.V - 1 grey circular table with metal folding legs
1014.M - 1 wood effect rectangular office table & 1 stool
1015.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
pedestal
1016.V - 2 white cabinets with full height single pull out drawer
module, 2 pedestals & 1 high table
1017.V - 2 pin boards & 1 graphics hanger
1018.V - 1 executive wood effect meeting room storage cabinet
1019.V - 5 office artificial plants
1020.V - 1 unused wood effect open front shelf unit
1021.V - 1 unused wood effect open front shelf unit
1022.V - 5 office artificial plants
1023.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1024.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1025.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1026.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1027.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet
1028.V - 1 unused wood effect shutter front cabinet - light grey
shutters
1029.M - 1 white metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft &
1 white pedestal
1030.M - 2 small grey metal pedestals by Herman Miller, 4 other
small pedestals
1031.M - 1 black metal 2 drawer filing cabinet
1032.M - A 12 drawer metal index type cabinet by Bisley
1033.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£40-£70
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1034.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1035.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1036.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1037.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Triumph
1038.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Haworth
1039.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Haworth
1040.V - 1 Brown metal shutter front storage cabinet by Triumph
1041.V - 1 silver metal shutter front cabinet
1042.V - 1 light grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1043.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1044.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Triumph
1045.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Triumph
1046.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet with wood
effect shutter by Bisley
1047.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Triumph
1048.V - 1 silver metal shutter front storage cabinet with wood
effect shutter
1049.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet with wood
effect shutter
1050.V - 5 various metal framed retro style stools
1051.V - 3 light coloured metal framed retro style stools
1052.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized
1053.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized
1054.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized
1055.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized
1056.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 3ft
x 3ft
1057.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 3ft
x 3ft
1058.V - 1 light grey metal shutter front cabinet by Silverline
approx 3ft x 3ft
1059.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1060.V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet approx 3ft x
3ft
1061.V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet approx 3ft x
3ft
1062.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by
Haworth
1063.V - 1 Brown metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1064.V - 1 Brown metal vertical plan press
1065.V - 1 white metal shutter front storage cabinet - medium
height
1066.V - 1 white metal shutter front storage cabinet - medium
height
1067.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Triumph approx
3ft x 3ft
1068.V - 7 hat /coat stands
1069.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1070.V - A 6 drawer index type cabinet
1071.V - A 24 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley - 1 handle
requires attention
1072.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft
by 3ft
1073.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - adjustable shelves
1074.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1075.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - adjustable shelves
1076.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1077.V - 3 side tables & 1 small shelf unit
1078.V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet
1079.V - 1 wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet
1080.V - 1 wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet - no lock fitted
1081.V - 1 wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet
1082.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1083.V - 1 brown metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1084.V - 1 grey metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1085.V - 1 grey metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1086.M - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1087.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1088.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet

£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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1089.M - 1 white metal 2 drawer filing cabinet
1090.M - 1 white metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar - supplied with 1 key
1091.M - 1 white metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar - supplied with 1 key
1092.M - 1 white metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar - supplied with 1 key
1093.V - 1 wood effect tall 2 door storage cabinet with metal trim
on doors
1094.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet with metal trim on
doors
1095.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet with metal trim on
doors
1096.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet with metal trim on
doors
1097.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet with metal trim on
doors
1098.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet with metal trim on
doors
1099.V - 2 wood effect 2 door storage cabinets with metal trim on
doors
1100.V - 2 wood effect 2 door storage cabinets with metal trim on
doors
1101.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - adjustable shelves
1102.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet - medium
1103.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - adjustable shelves
1104.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1105.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - adjustable shelves
1106.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1107.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1108.M - 1 metal gun cabinet by Standfast - keys in auction
office
1109.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Silverline
with wood effect top
1110.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Silverline
with wood effect top
1111.V - 5 various office artificial plants
1112.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1113.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1114.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1115.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1116.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1117.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1118.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1119.V - 1 low wood effect shutter front cabinet
1120.V - 3 wood effect 2 door storage cabinets & 1 wood effect 3
drawer filing cabinet
1121.V - 1 wood effect / silver shutter front cabinet
1122.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1123.V - 4 blue plastic metal framed designer style chairs
1123a.V - 4 blue plastic metal framed designer style chairs
1123b.V - 4 black plastic metal framed designer style chairs
1124.V - 12 various modern style designer chairs
1125.V - 2 tall grey metal shuter front cabinest by Roneo
1126.V - 2 tall grey metal shuter front cabinest by Roneo
1127.V - 2 tall grey metal shuter front cabinest by Roneo
1128.V - 1 Brown metal shutter front cabinet
1129.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet - medium
1130.V - 1 light grey metal shutter front cabinet - medium
1131.V - 2 trolleys - both 3 tier
1132.V - A 10 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley & 1 small
computer trolley
1132A.M - 2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets
1132b.M - 2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets & 1 Brown
metal shutter front storage cabinet
1133.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1134.V - 2 wood effect shelf units - open on front and back
1135.V - 4 small wood effect open front shelf units and one
coffee table
1136.V - 1 Brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1137.V - 1 Brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1138.V - 2 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1139.V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£80-£120
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
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1140.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1141.V - 1 bay of bolted metal stores type racking
1142.V - 2 grey metal 2 door storage cabinets approx 3ft x 3ft
1143.V - 2 low wood effect /silver open front cabinets
1144.V - Blank
1145.V - Blank
1146.V - 2 low wood effect /silver open front cabinets
1147.V - 2 low wood effect /silver open front cabinets
1148.V - 2 dry wipe / flip chart easels
1149.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height end
pedestals & 1 rectangular table
1150.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with non matching full
height end pedestal
1151.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1152.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1153.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1154.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1155.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1156.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1157.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1158.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1159.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1160.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1161.M - 2 office swivel chairs - one blue and one black
1162.M - 1 office swivel chair by Herman Miller type Mirra
1163.M - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1164.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1165.M - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1166.V - Blank
1167.V - Blank
1168.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height end
pedestals
1169.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height end
pedestals
1170.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1171.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1172.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1173.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1174.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1175.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1176.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1177.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1178.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1179.V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1180.V - 2 black upholstered two-person reception seats
1181.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Boss
1182.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Boss
1183.V - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1184.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh seat & back by Enjoy
1185.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh seat & back by Enjoy
1186.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1187.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1188.V - 2 office swivel chairs - 1 grey & 1 black

£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£40-£70
£30-£50
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
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1189.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1190.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal - edge trim required attention
1191.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1192.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1193.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1194.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1195.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1196.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1197.M - 1 dark wood effect reception counter
1198.V - 4 Kik type steps
1199.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1200.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1201.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1202.V - 1 faux leather upholstered office swivel chair - small
scuff mark on back
1203.V - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1204.V - 2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
1205.M - 1 faux leather upholstered office swivel chair
1206.V - 1 metal / plastic designer style rocking chair - yellow
1207.V - 1 metal / plastic designer style rocking chair - green
1208.V - 7 plastic / metal designer style chairs - white
1209.V - A run of 2 bays (3 uprights) of grey metal semi boltless
stores type racking
1210.M - 1 double bed frame with headboard 4ft 6 inch - NO
mattress
1211.M - 1 wood framed single bed with a Buckingham 1000
mattress
1212.M - 1 double bed frame with headboard but NO mattress 6FT
1213.M - 1 dark wood sleigh bed width approx 6ft - NO mattress
1214.M - 1 double bed frame 5ft with head board & 1 foam
mattress 5ft
1215.V - 1 black meeting room table approx 2.4m x 1.22m at
widest point & 1 matching low two door cupboard
1216.V - 1 unused tan Brown upholstered chrome framed
cantilever chair
1217.V - 1 black upholstered two person reception seat
1218.V - 1 wood effect meeting room table approx 2.4m x 1m surface veneer lifting slightly & 1 scratch on top
1219.V - 8 wood framed blue upholstered meeting room chairs
1220.V - 1 tall circular poster type table
1221.V - 2 purple / black tub type chairs
1222.V - 6 stacking metal framed designer chairs with brown
upholstered seats
1223.V - 6 stacking metal framed designer chairs with brown
upholstered seats
1224.V - 5 stacking metal framed designer chairs with brown
upholstered seats
1225.V - 6 green plastic / metal stacking chairs by Mobilex
1226.V - 8 charcoal upholstered chrome framed cantilever chairs
1227.V - 11 various colour stacking chairs
1228.V - 2 plastic / metal designer style chairs - 1 blue & 1 yellow
1229.V - 3 plastic / metal designer style chairs - lime green
1230.V - 2 plastic / metal designer style chairs - red
1231.V - 2 plastic / metal designer style chairs - 1 khaki & 1 black
1232.V - 2 plastic / metal designer style chairs - yellow
1233.V - 5 cantilever chairs
1234.V - 6 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1235.V - 2 white chairs
1236.V - 4 plastic stacking chairs - 3 x white & 1 x green
1237.M - 3 black pendant lights type P710
1238.M - 2 black pendant lights type P710
1239.V - 1 Fusion 5 light cluster pendant RRP £289 and 1
eastvale 1 white dome pendant RRP £103
1240.V - 3 Clemente 2 light flush ceiling lights RRP £74 each
1241.V - 1 Razoni 3 Light kitchen island pendant RRP £117
1242.V - One Fullerton 3 Light candle-style chandelier RRP £33
& 1 Perla 5 light semi flush Mount RRP £49
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1243.V - 2 Hanna 2 light flush mount lights RRP £53 each & 1
Crystal Chandelier 4 light RRP £148
1244.V - 2 Heider 1 light Teardrop pendant lights RRP £66 each
1245.V - 1 Mayfair ceiling pendant with clear glass RRP £147
1246.V - 3 Maypole 5 light candle-style chandeliers RRP £78
each
1247.V - One Palao 6 blade ceiling fan 81cm RRP £69 & one
alfa crystal ceiling light
1248.V - 1 Du Bose 210cm arched floor lamp RRP £63 & 1 flush
ceiling light RRP £43
1249.V - 1 Elegance 5 light shaded chandelier RRP £71 & 1
Yoko 1 light dome pendant RRP £77
1250.V - 2 Crystal Chandelier 8 lights RRP £173 each
1251.V - 2 Slash 1 light bowl pendant lights RRP £81 each
1252.V - 1 Welles 3 Light semi flush mount RRP £57, 1 Toro 5
light globe pendant RRP £166 and 1 gooseneck 1 light
LED wall spotlight RRP £39
1253.V - 1 Brooklyn 1 light cone pendant RRP £82 & one Pluto 1
light dome pendant RRP £67
1254.V - 2 outside lights by Endon type Chesham PIR 1LT - 1 x
black & 1 x white
1255.V - 2 Ronda 3 Light drum pendant RRP £77 each
1256.V - 1 Barkbridge 3 Light shaded chandelier RRP £267
1257.V - 1 Cubik 1 light geometric pendant RRP £44, 1 burner
LED semi flush Mount RRP £ 92 and 1 loft 1 light wall
spotlight RRP £67
1258.V - 1 Cilla 26 cm acrylic drum pendant shade RRP £37, 1
Georgina 1 light geometric pendant RRP £44 and one Sky
3 Light kitchen island pendant RRP £80
1259.V - 2 ceiling 3 Light semi flush mounts RRP £20 each
1260.V - 3 Stroud one light post lamps RRP £45 each
1261.V - 3 LED pathway 3-piece lighting sets RRP £40 each
1262.V - 2 fusion fermi 1 light globe pendants RRP £47 each & 1
Elegance 5 light drum chandelier RRP £104
1263.V - 2 Doro 1 light bowl pendants in white RRP £41
1264.V - 1 semi flush LED ceiling light by Naeve Leuchten RRP
£219
1265.V - 1 kitchen island 3 Light pendant RRP £184 & 1 Quinn
chrome wire pendant light
1266.V - 1 graphic art print by Oliver Gal RRP £172 & 1 vintage
Boulevard original paintings of flowers RRP £68
1267.V - 1 Bernice 5 light candle-style chandelier RRP £67
1268.V - 1 tripod light Tischleuchte Upstreet 6cm RRP £85
1269.V - 1 Pasteri 3 light flush ceiling light RRP £39
1270.V - 1 Gateside pendant light & 1 Nile wall light
1271.V - 1 Diamant 7 light Crystal Chandelier RRP £326
1272.V - 2 Eglo Maserlo pendant lights
1273.V - 4 Jolie 4 piece cup / saucer sets RRP £29 each
1274.V - A 5-piece swan photographic art print set RRP £18 & 2
graphic art prints by Parvez Taj RRP £96 each
1275.V - 2 Galway Longford lead free crystal champagne flutes
RRP £41 & 2 child's size wicker baskets
1276.V - 1 Curva giant floor lamp (missing base), a quantity of
various lamp shades, 1 glass dome & 2 Endon 54cm table
lamps RRP £49 each
1277.V - A Vida XL wood and Glass 3 piece tea light set RRP
£106 & 1 acrylic ball lamp shade by Light mode
1278.V - A Vida XL wood and Glass 3 piece tea light set RRP
£106
1279.V - 1 Sepik dual function mixer shower head kit RRP £94
1280.V - 14 various rolls of wall paper (RRPs vary), 1 marble
plunge top dispenser RRP £30, 1 shower head RRP £54, 1
Hudson Reed bath tap RRP £46 & 2 shower shelves RRP
£34
1281.V - 4 rolls of grey clouds peel / stick wall paper RRP £28
each, 5 rolls of floral wallpaper RRP £19 each & 18 various
other rolls of wallpaper (RRPs vary)
1282.V - 3 pairs of swirl door handles RRP £67 each, a Heritage
Brass door handle set RRP £28, 1 octagonal centre door
knob RRP £26, 4 urban Steel wall mounted towel rails RRP
£68 each, two bathroom taps, one towel rail, 1 waste trap
and two pop-up wastes
1283.V - A quantity of approx 34 x peel / stick mosaic tiles in
black by Smart Tiles, each tile is 21.85cm x 29.36cm / each
tile has RRP of £14. 99 each & 8 various rolls of wall paper
(RRPs vary)
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1284.V - 1 chrome dome lamp shade, 2 other lamp shades & a
set of three red serving trays
1285.V - 1 Antik gazebo wall set RRP £61, 1 shoe storage
accessory RRP £31, 1 Wenko fold away wardrobe RRP
£47, 1 Aerocover RRP £73, 1 BBQ grill RRP £15, a Swan
retro jar set, a 3 piece kitchen canister set and two
stainless steel ceramic hob covers by Wenko
1286.V - 3 glass vases / bottles RRPs around £15 each, 1 hand
standing garden gnome RRP £29, a set of three storage
jars, one glass teapot, 1 key cabinet and 1 small fan RRPs vary
1287.V - 1 Palmer 71cm table lamp RRP£119 & 1 arc floor lamp
by Versanora
1288.V - 1 dragonfly 173 cm uplighter floor lamp RRP £138
1289.V - A 3-piece photographic print set of a tree on a
Japanese lake RRP £60 (please note that 2 of these prints
are from the same set but the other is a repeat therefore
only 2 of the 3 print set are present), one art sculpture RRP
£82, 1 Roger Laschelles wall clock RRP £30 and 1 other
wall clock RRP £56
1290.V - 1 large metal wall clock by Premier
1291.V - 2 beans bag chairs RRP £34 each
1292.V - 8 various cushion covers, 2 red velvet cushions & 4
uncovered cushions
1293.V - 1 round handmade double knitted pouffe RRP £52, 1
duck down duvet RRP £46 & 1 pillow
1294.V - 1 Ages play tent RRP £35, 10 various cushions & 7
various sets of curtains
1295.V - 1 set of pleat curtains RRP £41, 1 set of darkening
curtains RRP £44, 2 x tiebacks RRP £13 each, one set of
blackout curtains, 3 Derrygowan throws and 8 non-slip rug
underlay / pads
1296.V - 8 various duvets sets & 8 various pillow sets
1297.V - 2 pairs of fully lined blackout curtains by Fusion
1298.V - 5 various cushions & 4 small cushions with no covers
1299.V - 9 various throws & 1 cot mattress cover
1300.V - 8 blue Ashti cushions by The Jay St Block Print
Company
1301.V - 5 various cushions
1302.V - 6 various pairs of curtains & 2 single blackout curtains
RRP £116 & £98
1303.V - 8 various pairs of curtains including Opulence pencil
pleat
1304.V - 9 various cushions
1305.V - 11 various cushion covers - all require stuffing
1306.V - 1 sheepskin rug RRP £37 & 1 Bakero Saffron cotton
rug RRP £82
1307.M - 7 various straw mats & 4 door mats. Contents of one
shelf
1308.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of one shelf
1309.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1310.M - 5 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1311.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of one shelf
1312.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1313.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1314.M - 6 various floor rugs & 1 vinyl mat. Contents of a third of
a shelf
1315.M - 6 various floor rugs. Contents of a third of a shelf
1316.M - 6 various floor rugs. Contents of a third of a shelf
1317.M - 14 various door mats. Contents of a third of a shelf
1318.M - 14 various door mats. Contents of a third of a shelf
1319.M - 4 various child's type floor rugs. Contents of a third of a
shelf
1320.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1321.M - 6 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1322.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1323.M - 7 various floor rugs. Contents of half a shelf
1324.M - 11 various Union Jack door mats. Contents of a third of
a shelf
1325.M - 11 various Union Jack door mats. Contents of a third of
a shelf
1326.M - 12 various door mats. Contents of a third of a shelf
1327.M - 8 various door mats. Contents of half a shelf
1328.M - 11 various door mats. Contents of half a shelf
1329.M - 15 various doormats. Contents of one shelf
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1330.V - 1 goose feather mattress enhancer & 6 various pillows.
Contents of one shelf
1331.V - A quantity of various bedding related items including 2
duvets, pillow cases, duvet covers & a bedspread.
Contents of one shelf
1332.V - 2 knitted pouffes & 1 bean bag. Contents of one shelf
1333.V - 1 bath mat, 1 doormat, 1 rug and 2 non slip fleeces.
Contents of one shelf
1334.V - 1 Sun leaf wall mirror
1335.M - 1 large industrial style metal pendant light
1336.M - 2 industrial style metal pendant lights
1337.M - 1 industrial style metal pendant light - black
1338.V - A nest of 3 tables by Jade RRP £91 & 2 wooden dining
chairs by Massivum RRP £267 - arms require fitting
1339.V - A nest of 2 small metal circular Parisienne tables RRP
£129, 1 Stendhal coffee table RRP £175 & 1 small metal
wall shelf
1340.V - 1 Lanctot curved console table with 1 drawer RRP £85
1341.V - A white painted three tier stand / console table RRP
£129 & 1 Wallano office chair RRP £43
1342.V - 1 rustic oak bedside cabinet RRP £158 & 1 Apus
bedside cabinet RRP £67
1343.V - A 2 door wardrobe by Mercury Row type Huenna RRP
£549 - doors are scratched
1344.V - 1 wooden chest of 6 drawers by Three Posts type
Hamptonburgh RRP £318
1345.V - A clothes storage system by Wayfair 146cm wide RRP
£48
1346.V - 1 cream Williamsburg display cabinet with built in wine
rack rrp £1269.99
1347.V - 1 cream Williamsburg display cabinet with drawer
beneath rrp £1099.99
1348.V - 3 x Teramo floralo plant pots rrp £66.99 each
1349.V - 1 x Saltash wooden bench, unboxed with a matching
but incomplete table (no top) rrp for bench alone is £122.99
1350.V - 4 rattan garden chairs
1351.V - 4 childrens folding garden chairs rrp £60.99 1 other
garden chair & 1 round garden table RRP £79
1352.V - 1 Marcy tub chair RRP £90 & 1 Wallano office chair
RRP £47
1353.V - 2 dark grey upholstered Verona chairs RRP £219
1354.V - 1 Tarnby cocktail chair RRP £116 & 1 Morph folding
chair RRP £29
1355.V - 1 claribel glass topped railway sleeper dining table RRP
£929.99
1356.V - 6 acklins light grey upholstered dining chairs rrp
£249.99 per pair
1357.V - 1 wooden dining table with 2 chairs and one bench by
Paige RRP £817.99
1358.V - 1 Clarissa upholstered storage bedroom bench RRP
£113
1359.V - One industrial metal and wood sideboard with 2 doors
and 6 drawers RRP £889.99
1360.V - 1 Greber kitchen pantry cabinet RRP £759
1361.V - 1 wooden sideboard with smooth concrete top & 2
drawers / 3 doors RRP region of £1100
1362.V - 1white sideboard with 2 drawers / 2 doors RRP region
of £1100
1363.V - 2 white bedside cabinets by Songmics RRP £80
1364.M - 1 solid turned wood toadstool lamp - no shade
1365.M - 1 solid turned wood lamp with purple shade
1366.V - 1 dark wood Chinese style wardrobe by Ethnic
Elements type Hangzhou RRP £1899
1367.V - 1 Ganga dining table with 8 matching chairs by Ethnic
Elements RRP £799
1368.M - 1 Box Brownie camera table lamp with blue shade
1369.M - 1 steampunk inspired twin light table lamp - no shades
1370.V - 1 dark wood extending dining table with 8 matching
chairs by Brick and Barrow type Canterbury RRP £2029
1371.V - 1 Tuscany 3 door 3 drawer sideboard RRP £639.99
please note rear leg has had a repair
1372.V - 1 mirrored 4 door sideboard by Roland RRP £429.99
1373.V - 1 Rita wine rack (42 bottle) RRP £45 & a Bernice child's
chair / table set RRP £124 - NO legs supplied for the table
1374.V - 1 kayl wooden sideboard with four doors RRP £779.99
1375.V - 1 Como 1 door 4 drawer sideboard RRP £509.99
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1376.V - 1 wooden bookcase by Liberty with 5 shelves RRP
£429.99
1377.V - 1 x Celaya TV stand, for televisions up to 60 inches
RRP £749.99
1378.V - 1 x Antonio TV stand for TVs up to 86 inches RRP
£859.99
1379.V - 1 wooden high/sideboard by Massive RRP £1039.99
1380.V - 1 wooden sideboard by Vical please note one of the
doors is damaged and requires repair RRP £929.99
1381.V - 15 arrow patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1382.V - 16 peach, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1383.V - 12 green patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1384.V - 15 grey and yellow patterned cushions by live iconic
contents of one basket
1385.V - 15 peach, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1386.V - 12 peach, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1387.V - 12 green patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1388.V - 10 peach, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1389.V - 10 peach, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1390.V - 17 black cushions by live iconic contents of one basket
1391.V - 15 peach, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1392.V - 13 black cushions by live iconic contents of one basket
1393.V - 15 peach, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1394.V - 15 green, patterned cushions by live iconic contents of
one basket
1395.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various vinyl floor tiles
1396.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various laminate
flooring
1397.V - 1 white and grey diamond patterned rug type easy shag
6'7" x 9' rrp £260
1398.V - 1 All Over patterned florenza rug by OW 200x285cm
RRP £259.99
1399.V - 1 lavender gold area rug RRP £827.90
1400.V - 1 woven raw blue rug by zephyr RRP £163
1401.V - One Mary Lou orange dark blue rug 6'7" x 9' 2" RRP
£250.99
1402.V - A Velma trellis patterned white rug RRP £74.72
1403.V - 1 part roll of carpet type oyster shell, approx 3.5m x 4m
1404.V - 1 part roll of carpet type Rimini twist approx 3.4m x 4m
1405.V - 1 part roll of carpet type salmon approx 5.5m x 4m
1406.V - 1 part roll of carpet type pollen approx 2.7m x 4m
1407.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring type Viva 7673 approx 4.2m x
4m
1408.V - 1 part roll of carpet type berber stone 4m x 4m
1409.V - 1 part roll of carpet type inca brown approx 4m x 4m
1410.V - 1 part roll of carpet type twist barley approx 3.95m x 4m
1411.V - 1 part roll of carpet type pebble approx 4.45m x 3.35m
1412.V - 1 part roll of carpet type plum approx 3.9m x 4m
1413.V - 1 part roll of carpet type flint approx 2.4m x 3m
1414.V - 1 part roll of carpet type elk approx 3.4m x 4.7m
1415.V - 1 part roll of carpet type fired clay approx 5.3m x 4m
1416.V - 1 part roll of carpet type twist barley approx 3.75m x 4m
1417.V - 1 part roll of carpet type twist cream approx 4m x 4m
1418.V - 1 part roll of carpet type cobble stone approx 3.5m x 4m
1419.V - 1 part roll of carpet type lime approx 3m x 5m
1420.V - 1 part roll of carpet type buttermilk approx 1.75m x 4m
1421.V - 1 part roll of carpet type sand approx 1.65m x 4m
1422.V - 1 part roll of carpet - Sandstone approx 3.6m x 1.8m
1423.V - 1 part roll of carpet, em brace charcoal, approx 1.9m x
3.1m
1424.V - 1 part roll of carpet, approx 2.9m x 4m
1425.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring, viva 6527, approx 1.5m x
2.9m
1426.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring, viva, approx 1.5m x 1.95m
1427.V - 1 part roll of carpet type wildwood approx 2m x 4m
1428.V - 1 part roll of carpet type cairn grey 1.9m x 3.5m
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1429.V - 1 part roll of carpet type chic pea approx 1.7m x 3.1m
1430.V - 1 part roll of carpet type silver fudge approx 1.75m x
4.1m
1431.V - 1 blue patterned rug by OW type jazz blocks dusky blue
200x285cm RRP £269.99
1432.V - 1 Luis beige cream area rug RRP £156.99
1433.V - 1 Orange patterned rug arcs and shapes Barclay
240x300cm RRP £169.99
1434.V - 1 part roll of carpet, artic grey, approx 1.6m x 3m & 1
part roll of carpet type biscuit approx 2m x 2m
1435.M - A red and black ground kazakh rug 122cm by 115cm
1436.V - One hand woven wool cream rug Anna 70x140cm
1437.V - 1 blue ground dandelion patterned rug 7' x 5' approx &
1 beige and gold patterned area rug 120 x 170cm RRP £71
1438.V - One dark beige and gold area rug by Lacey from the
shadow collection 80 x 150cm & 3 other rugs all at 80cm x
150cm
1439.V - 2 grey and yellow patterned rugs type Pembroke
80x150cm rrp £28.99 each, 1 small red black and gold rug
67cm by 120 cm and 1 salmon rug by solo 5 foot 6 inch by
4 foot
1440.V - 1 80% wool 20% cotton blue yellow and grey rug by 55
South 6' x 4', one piece of artificial grass 6 foot 6 inch by 3
foot 2 inch and 1 grey shaggy rug 80cm by 150 cm
1441.M - 2 large floor carpets - both brown pattern
1442.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 blue pattern and one Green
1443.M - 2 large floor carpets - both traditional designs
1444.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 horse & 1 purple flower
1445.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 black & 1 eagle
1446.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 circular traditional pattern & 1
purple
1447.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 light contoured & 1 Brown
pattern
1448.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 grey pattern & 1 purple pattern
1449.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 purple flower & 1 rectangular
with border
1450.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 cream & 1 green
1451.M - 2 floor carpets - 1 traditional design & 1 rectangular
with raised border
1452.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 deep red & 1 flower
1453.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 brown pattern & 1 cream
pattern
1454.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 traditional style medallion & 1
abstract design
1455.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 red pattern & 1 flower pattern
1456.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 green flower pattern & 1 tiger
1457.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 blue flower design & 1
traditional design
1458.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 green flower pattern & 1
traditional design
1459.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 blue pattern & 1 traditional
design
1460.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 brown / green pattern & 1
traditional design
1461.M - 2 large floor carpets - 1 elephant design & 1 traditional
design
1462.M - 3 large floor carpets - 1 brown pattern, 1 blue pattern &
1 recycled Denim
1463.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1464.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1465.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1466.V - 6 bioethanol fireplaces type Jersey - boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1467.V - 6 bioethanol fireplaces type Jersey - boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1468.V - 6 bioethanol fireplaces type Jersey - boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting

£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£80
£25-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£40-£60
£15-£30
£40-£70
£30-£50
£30-£50

£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
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1469.V - 6 bioethanol fireplaces type Jersey - boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1470.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Diamond stainless steel boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1471.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Diamond stainless steel boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1472.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Diamond stainless steel boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1473.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1474.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1475.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type White Arch -1 boxed /
unused and 1 ex demo. No bioethanol fuel is included.
Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1476.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type White Twisty - unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1477.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Vienna - ex demo and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1478.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type White triangle TF3GW -1
boxed / unused and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is
included. Please read instructions carefully before use /
relighting
1479.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Diamond Black - ex demo
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1480.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type sphere - 1 boxed / unused
and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1481.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type sphere - boxed / unused.
NO bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1482.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type chelsea - 1 boxed / unused
and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1483.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type TG01B- 1 boxed / unused
and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1484.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Milan - ex demo and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1485.V - A quantity of clear glass free standing fire guards
1486.V - 5 bioethanol fireplaces type Jersey II - 4 boxed / unused
and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1487.V - 5 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude Black- 4 boxed /
unused and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is included.
Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1488.V - 4 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude Black - all boxed /
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1489.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude White - 3 boxed /
unused and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is included.
Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1490.V - 3 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude white - 2 boxed /
unused and 1 ex demo. NO bioethanol fuel is included.
Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1491.V - 1 inset bioethanol fireplace - ex demo. NO bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before
use / relighting
1492.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Valancia - ex demo. NO
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1493.V - A quantity of various bioethanol fireplace related items
including pebble sets, log sets, incomplete fire places etc
1494.To 1500 are blank lots
1501.M - 1 designer garden table with bench and chair believed
to be by designer David Harber

£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£30-£40
£20-£40

£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£180-£250
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1502.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
1503.V - 1 unused multi-coloured knife set by De Swiss type
Geneva
1504.V - 1 unused multi-coloured knife set by De Swiss type
Geneva
1505.V - 1 unused multi-coloured knife set by De Swiss type
Geneva
1506.V - A 25 piece knife set with leather case by Royalty Line
1507.V - A 25 piece knife set with leather case by Royalty Line
1508.V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
1509.V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
1510.V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
1511.V - 9 black unisex chefs aprons by H line
1512.V - 6 stainless steel saucepans
1513.V - 6 stainless steel saucepans
1514.V - One box containing a quantity of white soup bowls
1515.V - A quantity of plastic and stainless steel gastronorm
trays
1516.V - 1 cutlery tray with a quantity of Catering utensils
including whisks, spoons etc
1517.V - 4 unused deep stainless steel gastronorm trays
1518.V - 4 unused deep stainless steel gastronorm trays
1519.V - 1 pack containing 20 tea towels by H line
1520.V - 12 plastic trays
1521.V - 12 plastic trays
1522.V - 12 plastic trays
1523.V - A quantity of Catering related items including pots,
baking trays etc. Content of 1 shelf
1524.V - A large quantity of various crockery and glassware,
contents of 1 shelf
1525.M - A quantity of various stainless steel items including
utensils, ice buckets, small gastronorm pots, a brass light
etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
1526.V - One box containing a three piece stainless steel
saucepan set by Zanussi
1527.V - One box containing a three piece stainless steel
saucepan set by Zanussi
1528.V - 9 stainless steel serving trays, contents of one shelf
1529.V - 5 large aluminium cooking pots
1530.M - A quantity of drinking glasses, contents of one shelf
1531.V - 12 plastic trays
1532.V - 12 plastic trays
1533.V - 15 plastic trays
1534.V - 3 boxes containing a quantity of cleaning equipment
including mops and mop covers etc. Contents of one shelf
1535.V - 4 boxes containing a quantity of cleaning equipment
including mops and mop covers etc. Contents of one shelf
1536.M - A large quantity of disposable cups and a quantity of
jam jars, contents of 1 shelf
1537.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
stainless steel tubs, cake baking trays, placemats etc.
Contents of two shelves - trade
1538.V - A large quantity of white crockery including plates,
bowls etc. Contents of one shelf
1539.M - A large quantity of plastic jelly moulds, contents of 1
shelf
1540.V - A quantity of various catering related items including a
large quantity of food bowls, plates, baskets etc. Contents
of two shelves
1541.V - 4 boxes containing 200 condiment pots in each
1542.M - A small quantity of drinking glasses and 5 boxed crystal
glasses
1543.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
two baskets, a Candelabra, a set of scales etc. Contents of
one shelf
1544.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
plastic plates, a drip tray, wine lists, a 2 piece cheese set, a
wooden bowl etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
1545.M - 9 dishwasher trays, contents of one shelf
1546.M - A quantity of crockery including plates, jugs, saucers,
glasses etc. Contents of one shelf
1547.M - A quantity of crockery including plates, saucers, cups,
salt and pepper pots etc. Contents of one shelf

£80-£160
£18-£25
£18-£25
£18-£25
£30-£60
£30-£60
£60-£80
£60-£80
£60-£80
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£5-£10
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£24-£40
£24-£40
£24-£40
£10-£30
£10-£30
£20-£40
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£40
£30-£40
£10-£20
£24-£40
£24-£40
£30-£45
£15-£30
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£40-£80
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£60
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£30
£10-£30
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1548.M - A quantity of various crockery including dinner plates,
side plates etc. Contents of one shelf
1549.V - 3 boxes containing a quantity of white soup bowls
1550.V - 3 boxes containing a quantity of white soup bowls
1551.M - 4 boxes containing a a quantity of Tokyo Brown dinner
plates, contents of one shelf
1552.M - 4 boxes containing a a quantity of Tokyo Brown dinner
plates, contents of one shelf
1553.V - A commercial stainless steel countertop table
1554.V - A commercial 6 slice toaster by Buffalo, please note the
dial is missing - trade
1555.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by
Whirlpool - trade
1556.M - One small deep fryer by Lincat, please note no chip
basket is included - trade
1557.V - One commercial stainless steel griddle, no make visible
model xh20 - trade
1558.V - One commercial stainless steel meat grinder by Virgo trade
1559.V - 1 commercial stainless steel electric 4 pot bain-marie by
Infernus - trade
1560.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop filler by
Whirlpool
1561.M - 1 countertop commercial refrigerated display cabinet by
Polar - trade
1562.V - One small commercial stainless steel 4 pot bain-marie
by King Edward 240v - trade
1563.V - One commercial stainless steel 4 pot bain-marie by
Parry 240v - trade
1564.V - 1 stainless steel commercial coffee machine by Fracino
includes two coffee handles, milk jug etc. Handles will be
found in auction office - trade
1565.V - One commercial coffee grinder by Iberiital 240v - trade
1566.V - One commercial countertop potato chipper by Crypto
Peerless, no model visible 240v - trade
1567.M - One commercial stainless steel coffee machine by
Simonelli type Nuova and a commercial coffee grinder by
Nanu, accessories are in auction office 240v - trade
1568.M - One commercial cash register by Tec, keys auction
office 240v - trade
1569.V - 2 stainless steel cooking pots
1570.V - 2 commercial 4-slice toasters by Duelit 240v -trade
1571.V - Two wall mounted hand dryers by Air Vent
1572.V - 1 countertop water boiler by Lincat 240v - trade
1573.M - 1 countertop commercial mixer by Hobart with bowl,
mixing attachments, mincer etc 240v -trade
1574.M - One commercial stainless steel coffee machine by
Rancilio Type Epoca, coffee handles can be found in the
auction office 240v - trade
1575.V - 1 hot cupboard by Moffat with two doors and two hot
plates 240v - trade
1576.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart.
Please note this unit comes with a 6 month warranty.
Please ask staff for details - trade
1577.V - 1 stainless steel open fronted chilled display cabinet, no
make or model visible - trade
1578.M - 1 undercounter freezer by Hotpoint type rzav21 240v trade
1579.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by
Infernace type INEG75C - trade
1580.M - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart.
Please note this unit comes with a 6 month warranty.
Please ask staff for details - trade
1581.M - One under counter washing machine by Bosch type
wff2000 - trade
1582.M - One commercial stainless steel pass through
dishwasher by Winterhalter type gs42 three phase - trade
1583.M - One large vintage style brass topped mobile
refrigerated sweet/salad unit, 240v - trade
1584.V - One commercial stainless steel double fryer by
Infernace 10L 240v - trade
1585.V - One commercial stainless steel double fryer by
Infernace 10L 240v - trade
1586.V - One commercial stainless steel single basket deep fryer
by Infernace 240v - trade

£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£100-£200
£10-£20
£160-£200
£220-£250
£240-£280
£20-£30
£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£80-£160
£30-£60
£80-£160
£150-£300
£25-£50
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£60
£50-£80
£150-£300
£100-£200
£40-£80
£500-£600
£40-£80
£10-£30
£280-£500
£500-£600
£5-£10
£10-£20
£40-£80
£180-£250
£180-£250
£55-£100
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1587.V - One commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fryer
by Infernace 6lt - 240v trade
1588.V - One commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fryer
by Infernace 6lt - 240v trade
1589.M - 1 commercial stainless steel single bain-marie on stand
and one water filter/dishwasher Salter 240v trade
1590.V - Blank
1591.V - an unused commercial stainless steel hog roast/spitroast oven by Infernus - gas trade
1592.V - 1 commercial stainless steel undercounter dishwasher
by JLA type 55 3ph - trade
1593.M - 1 commercial bean to cup coffee machine by Tchibo
type HG-coffea-S - trade - keys in auction office
1594.V - 1 countertop commercial stainless steel refrigerated
salad bar 240v - trade
1595.V - 2 freestanding ATM machines by Triton - 240v trade
1596.M - 6 white plastic stacking chairs
1597.V - 2 wood effect circular tables
1598.M - One brown, lockable, red wine cabinet type, transtherm
MT30 - 240V - trade
1599.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart.
Please note this unit comes with a 6 month warranty.
Please ask staff for details - trade
1600.V - One commercial display freezer by Elcold - trade
1601.M - a commercial stainless steel convection oven by
Zanussi type: FCV-G6L3BO, comes on stand 240v/gas trade
1602.V - 1 tall commercial upright freezer by Tefcold 240v - trade
1603.V - 1 tall commercial stainless steel freezer by Williams
240v - trade
1604.M - One fridge freezer and one smaller fridge by Coolzone
240v - trade
1605.M - 1 undercounter dishwasher by Tricity Bendix and 1
under counter washing machine by Hotpoint 240v - trade
1606.M - 1 three-quarter height freezer by Hotpoint and 1 under
counter fridge by Logik 240v - trade
1607.V - 1 commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1200 mm
1608.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1609.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1610.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1611.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1800 mm
1612.V - One commercial stainless steel chilled counter display
cabinet 240v - trade
1613.V - One commercial stainless steel chilled counter display
unit with a wooden pine surround 240v - trade
1614.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile chilled counter
display cabinet by Moffat 240v - trade
1615.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ unboxed for display - trade
1616.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ boxed - trade
1617.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop pizza oven
by Lincat 240-volt - trade
1618.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop griddle by
Whirlpool three phase - trade
1619.V - 1 commercial fan oven by Smeg model number
alfa41uk - trade 240v
1620.V - 1 undercounter stainless steel commercial dish/glass
washer by Bar Aid - trade
1621.M - 1 three-quarter height fridge and 1 tall freezer by fridge
Master and ProLine 240v - trade
1622.M - One under counter dishwasher by Miele and one
undercounter tumble dryer by Indesit 240v -trade
1623.M - One under counter washing machine by Hoover, 1
tumble dryer by Indesit and a three-quarter height fridge
freezer by Ice King 240v - trade
1624.M - Two halogen ovens by Cook Shop 240v - trade
1625.M - 1 countertop fan oven by Apollo 240v - trade
1626.M - 2 large aluminium cooking pots
1627.M - One under counter washing machine by Hotpoint type
wmaqb721 240v - trade

£100-£150
£100-£150
£20-£40
£500-£800
£50-£100
£90-£150
£50-£80
£40-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£500-£600
£200-£300
£60-£120
£20-£40
£100-£200
£10-£20
£30-£60
£30-£60
£100-£120
£110-£140
£110-£140
£110-£140
£120-£150
£40-£80
£100-£200
£60-£120
£220-£260
£220-£260
£30-£60
£100-£200
£80-£160
£40-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£60
£35-£70
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1628.V - 6 white, 4 peach & 2 green painted wooden chairs
1629.To 1634 are blank lots
1635.V - A quantity of commercial stainless steel integrated hot
plates by Counterline. Please note a number of these units
are missing the glass and require attention - trade
1636.V - 1 commercial stainless steel electric griddle by
Whirlpool - trade
1637.V - One commercial potato rumbler/peeler by Hobart 28lb trade
1638.V - One commercial potato rumbler/peeler by Hobart 28lb trade
1639.V - 1 large commercial food mixer by Heng You, comes
with bowl and 3 mixing attachments 240v - trade
1640.V - One commercial food mixer by Buffalo model number
gj64, comes with bowl and mixing attachment 240v - trade
1641.V - One commercial stainless steel 2 door bench fridge by
Foster 240v - trade
1642.V - One commercial stainless steel open refrigerated
display counter with fridge section beneath by Moffat model
number 4V5R 240v - trade
1643.V - 1 upright fan 240v - trade
1644.V - One cold water dispenser by Quench 240v - trade
1645.M - One commercial stainless steel heated cabinet with
bain-marie counter top 240v - trade
1646.M - One commercial stainless steel ice machine by
Icematic type n455 240v - trade
1647.V - 15 stacking plastic trays on a mobile skate
1648.V - 19 stacking plastic crates in Black
1649.V - 19 stacking plastic crates in Black
1650.V - 23 stacking plastic blue crates on a skate
1651.V - 23 stacking plastic blue crates on a skate
1652.V - 23 stacking plastic blue crates, no skate inc
1653.V - 21 various stacking crates
1654.V - 1 freestanding 4 burner gas oven by Indesit - - trade
1655.V - One commercial tall single door fridge by iArp - trade
1656.V - One tall fridge freezer by LG - trade
1657.V - One commercial stainless steel hot food trolley with
gantry above - trade
1658.V - 1 catering type rack with 5 shelves
1659.V - 1 catering type rack with 4 shelves
1660.V - One small square catering type rack with 5 shelves
1661.V - 1 catering type rack with 4 shelves
1662.V - One catering type rack with 3 shelves
1663.V - 1 tall Square catering type rack with four shelves
1664.V - 1 catering type rack with 4 shelves
1665.V - 26 burgundy plastic metal framed stacking chairs
1666.M - 6 cream upholstered high back dining chairs
1667.M - 15 white upholstered high back dining chairs
1668.V - A quantity of various upholstered pub chairs and stools
& small round wooden tables contents of two bays
1669.V - 11 wooden topped metal framed cafe type tables,
please note they must be assembled
1670.M - 3 rectangular wooden pub type tables
1671.M - A quantity of various pub furniture including two various
size round metal based tables, 5 chairs and 1 tall stool
1672.M - A quantity of various pub furniture including two various
size round metal based tables and 5 chairs
1673.M - 5 light red upholstered high back dining chairs
1674.M - 6 red upholstered high back dining chairs
1675.M - 7 red upholstered high back dining chairs
1676.M - 1 long commercial stainless steel twin deep sink unit
with shelf beneath
1677.M - 1 wooden service counter with two drawers above and
storage cabinet beneath
1678.M - One set of electronic scales by Excell - trade
1679.M - One electronic cash register by Casio type S E 5100 trade
1680.M - 1 undercounter freezer and 1 fridge by Zanussi - trade
1681.M - One tall silver fridge freezer by Indesit 240v - trade
1682.M - One commercial mobile stainless steel twin door fridge
unit by Coreco, please note door hinge requires attention
240v - trade
1683.M - 1 catering type stainless steel table with two shelves
beneath
1684.M - 1 catering type stainless steel table with shelf beneath
1685.M - 1 metal chain fly screen for a door frame

£20-£40
£10-£50
£100-£200
£250-£300
£250-£300
£200-£300
£20-£40
£30-£80
£40-£80
£10-£20
£20-£40
£125-£150
£75-£100
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£20-£40
£30-£60
£40-£80
£40-£80
£80-£160
£40-£60
£40-£80
£30-£60
£40-£80
£30-£60
£30-£60
£40-£80
£30-£60
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£30
£40-£80
£10-£30
£30-£60
£20-£40
£10-£20
£12-£24
£14-£28
£80-£160
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£80
£160-£320
£50-£100
£40-£80
£30-£60
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1686.M - 1 wooden baby change unit
£5-£10
1687.M - One twin basket gas fired deep fat fryer by Lotus
£300-£500
1688.V - 6 Tall wooden stools with metal frames
£20-£30
1689.V - 4 Tall wooden stools with metal frames and 1 matching £20-£40
table
1690.M - one medium chest freezer by Fridgemaster 240v £30-£60
trade
1691.M - 1 slimline electric cooker by New World - trade
£20-£40
1692.M - One commercial glass fronted serve over refrigerated
£40-£80
cabinet by Igloo 240v - trade
1693.M - 1 commercial stainless steel refrigerated storage
£80-£160
cabinet by Polar 240v - trade
1694.M - One commercial stainless steel single door fridge by
£100-£200
Polar type U632 240v - trade
1695.M - One commercial stainless steel serve over refrigerated £80-£160
counter by Trimco Provence 240v - trade
1696.M - One single deep sink unit with a spray tap attachment, £80-£160
draining board to the left and right and shelf beneath
1697.M - 4 tall folding stools and a set of steps
£15-£20
1698.M - 4 vintage style wooden boxes
£10-£20
1699.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£10-£20
bowls, pots, pans, lobster crackers etc. Contents of three
shelves
1700.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£10-£20
plastic tubs, a towel dispenser, bin & a wet floor sign
1701.M - 12 upholstered wooden pub type chairs
£12-£24
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DAY 2 Rostrum 1 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. All electrical lots in this sale are
deemed as “Trade” sales. See sale conditions
2001.M - 1 electric tile cutter by Clipper type TT200EM, 240v
£10-£20
2002.V - 1 inverter welder by IFL type 151PHF, 110v
£270-£350
2003.M - 1 electric water heater by Ariston type EP10UR 2KW
£20-£40
100804 undersink
2004.M - A set of 4 alloy wheels by WRS type KBA46154, 5 stud £20-£40
- no tyres fitted
2005.M - 1 electric tile cutter by Titan 240v, 1 welder by BOC
£15-£30
type 140S, 240v & 1 Stanley tool box. Contents of two
shelves
2006.M - 3 vintage metal jerry cans - 1944, 1945 & 1952
£15-£30
2007.V - 3 various heaters and 1 Radon fan. Contents of one
£10-£20
bay / 3 shelves
2008.V - A quantity of various items including caster wheels
£10-£20
(outer part only, no centres), welding rods and various
masks. Contents of two shelves
2009.M - 1 site transformer by Leeway, 5kva, 240v input, 110v
£15-£30
output
£20-£40
2010.M - 3 DeWalt cordless tools (reciprocating saw, jigsaw &
circular saw) with 2 batteries but NO charger & 1 cordless
drill by Hilti type TE6-A with NO BATTERY OR CHARGER.
Contents of one shelf
2011.V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Einhell, 240v
£15-£30
2012.V - A quantity of caster wheels (outer part only, no centres) £15-£30
and a quantity of "small person on board" signs . Contents
of one shelf
2013.V - 1 portable appliance tester (PAT) by Seaward type
£30-£50
Nova
2014.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various collets
£15-£30
2015.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£40
2016.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2017.V - A quantity of approx 12000 short arm Allen keys, 3mm £10-£20
2018.M - 1 air operated strip nailer by Duo-Fast type NSP-350
£15-£30
Main Frame
2019.M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type
£15-£30
RCN70/275A
2020.M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type CNP50
£15-£30
2021.M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type CNP65
£15-£30
2022.M - A quantity of various items including an Astrum head
£15-£30
light type 471745961 (Ford), Tork dispensers, floor
scrubbing pads etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
2023.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of heat shrinkage tubing
£20-£40
by Tyco Electronics
2024.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of heat shrinkage tubing
£20-£40
by Tyco Electronics
2025.V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit
£20-£40
Kawasaki Mule or similar
2026.V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit
£20-£40
Kawasaki Mule or similar
2027.V - 1 trolley mounted electric compressor with no make
£10-£20
visible
2028.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £80-£110
granite serated ball
2029.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £80-£110
granite serated ball
2030.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £80-£110
granite serated ball
2031.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £80-£110
granite serated ball
2032.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £80-£110
granite serated ball
2033.V - 3 halophane industrial lights
£10-£20
2034.V - 1 vacuum lifting unit by Al-Vac Model Handy 202.020
£100-£150
with a Honda pull start petrol engine
2035.M - 1 pallet containing 6 various radiators / towel rails
£30-£50
2036.V - 1 single bag dust extractor by Rondean, 3ph
£40-£70
2037.V - 1 large Bandsaw / Resaw by Forestor type MCTTBS £1000-£1500
900, serial no. 041, 3ph supplied with a long multi section
roller feed bench, c/w star Delta switch gear.
2038.M - 1 masonry saw by Clipper Norton type Major with a pull £100-£200
start petrol engine
2039.M - 7 Acrow type adjustable props
£40-£70
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2040.M - 8 Acrow type adjustable props
£40-£70
2041.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of recessed light fittings
£10-£20
2042.V - 1 single bag dust extractor by Clean Air Systems, 3ph
£20-£40
2043.V - 1 commercial dehumidifier / building dryer by Andrews
£30-£50
type HD 500 DV, 240v
2044.V - 1 workshop compressor by Ingersoll Rand type 30, 3ph £30-£50
2045.M - 1 trolley mounted industrial vacuum cleaner by
£30-£50
Numatic, 240v
2046.M - 1 masonry saw by Clipper type Junior, 110v, on a stand £90-£150
with removable legs
2047.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various soap
£10-£20
dispensers
2048.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various dispensers,
£10-£20
hand cleaner, barrier cream etc
2049.V - One pallet containing a large quantity of clear tile primer £10-£20
2050.M - 1 compressor in cabinet by Atlas Copco type GA11 FF, £50-£100
3ph
2051.V - A CNC precision cabinet lathe by Axminster type iKC6- £1000-£2200
SIEG, 240v. This is a lightly used ex-demo machine and
has 8 automatic tool changes, a slant bed with protective
cover, ultra high precision linear rails etc. The lathe will
connect via an ethernet (LAN) cable to a Windows based
computer (no computer included) but a software disk and
cable is included. Current retail price is just over £15,000
including VAT (SP011952)
2052.V - 1 air operated spraying unit with no make or model
£20-£40
visible
2053.M - 1 trolley mounted digital inverter welder by WB Alloys
£50-£100
type SM-500, 3ph with a top mounted wire feed unit
2054.M - 1 trolley mounted digital inverter welder by WB Alloys
£50-£100
type SM-500, 3ph with a top mounted wire feed unit
2055.M - 1 welder by Butters type AMT4005, 3ph with a
£20-£40
AMT4005 WF2 wire feed unit
2056.M - 1 welder type MM403, 3ph
£20-£40
2057.M - 1 welder by Kamanchi type 450, 3ph with a top
£20-£40
mounted wire feed unit
2058.M - 1 trolley mounted welding generator set with a pull start £100-£200
Chanqta diesel engine, output 110v / 240v, kva not shown,
welding leads / clamp are included
2059.M - 1 portable hand operated hydraulic roller swager by
£50-£100
Wire Teknik in wooden crate with various accessories
2060.V - 1 workshop compressor by HPC type SH10A, 3ph
£40-£70
2061.V - 1 hydraulic heavy duty gear box jack suitable for HGV & £50-£100
1 wheel lifter / aligner suitable for HGV wheels / tyres - both
items are missing hydraulic handles
2062.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with removable locking
£10-£20
front bar, supplied with 1 key
2063.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of Auto tar remover spray £10-£20
2064.V - 1 sliding bed circular table saw by Record Power type £150-£250
TSPP250, 1ph
2065.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of Auto tar / insect
£10-£20
remover spray
2066.M - 1 large hydraulic breaker suitable for digger arm etc
£50-£100
2067.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Lawnflite type 383P
£10-£20
2068.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Flymo type Chevron
£20-£40
420GL Roller Petrol & 2 wheel barrows
2069.M - 1 Quartz infrared heater, 240v
£10-£20
2070.V - 1 oil / water separator by Avelair type CCM22
£20-£40
2071.V - 1 oil / water separator by Quality Air Solutions type
£20-£40
OSC825
2072.V - 1 workshop compressor with no make visible, 3ph
£50-£100
2073.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
£10-£20
2074.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
£10-£20
2075.M - 1 belt driven garden waste / wood chipper to suit a
£30-£50
Countax ride on mower
2076.M - 2 wooden mobile bottle racks and 2 pallets containing a £40-£80
large quantity of various glass wine bottles
2077.M - 1 electric garden tiller by Qualcast, 240v
£10-£20
2078.V - Blank
2079.V - Blank
2080.M - 1 internal door approx 198cm x 84cm
£5-£10
2081.M - 1 used internal door approx 196cm x 76cm with door
£5-£10
handle fitted but NO key supplied
2082.M - 5 x Tigar tyres fitted to 5 stud steel rims size 205/55
£40-£70
ZR16 & 2 x Kuhmo tyres fitted to 5 stud Vauxhall alloy
wheels size 215/55 ZR16
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2083.M - 4 various step ladders
2084.M - 1 yellow plastic salt / grit bin
2085.M - 1 yellow plastic salt / grit bin & several red plastic
barriers
2086.M - 1 double extending aluminium ladder & 1 aluminium
step ladder
2087.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by B & Q
2088.M - 2 adjustable metal trestles
2089.M - 2 heavy duty metal trestles
2090.M - 2 heavy duty metal trestles
2091.V - Blank
2092.V - 6 industrial stools
2093.V - 1 manual hydraulic adjustable height trolley by Manutan
capacity approx 300kg
2094.V - 1 manual hydraulic mini lifter, capacity approx 400kg
2095.M - 1 triple extending aluminium ladder (8 tread) & 1 double
extending aluminium ladder (9 tread)
2096.M - 2 double extending aluminium ladders (14 tread & 11
tread)
2097.M - 1 tall aluminium step ladder (12 tread), 2 adjustable
height Powerfix props & 2 other small aluminium ladders
2098.M - A quantity of Gypframe trunking / channel
2099.V - 3 folding metal stands & 1 wheeled dolly
2100.M - 1 garden barbecue by Weber
2101.M - 1 heavy duty folding step ladder / podium by Zarges, 1
wheeled access frame with 1 damaged walk board & 1
small stainless steel table
2102.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various electrical
control equipment
2103.M - 2 pallets containing a quantity of exhibition type lights
2104.M - A quantity of various exhibition type lights. Contents of
one wheeled cage which is not included
2105.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of empty wooden boxes
2106.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various ceramic tiles
2107.V - Blank
2108.V - Blank
2109.M - 1 wood working bench by Emir with a Record vice
attached
2110.V - A quantity of approx 26 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars - contents of one stack
2111.V - A quantity of approx 26 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars - contents of one stack
2112.V - A quantity of approx 26 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars - contents of one stack
2113.V - A quantity of approx 26 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars - contents of one stack
2114.V - A quantity of approx 52 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars - contents of two stacks
2115.V - A quantity of approx 52 various plastic crates with fold
over stacking bars - contents of two stacks
2116.M - 1 compressor by Wolf Air type Dakota 100, 240v - this
compressor is missing the wheels and has a loose control
box on top of the motor
2117.M - 1 garden waste / wood chipper by Allen type Mighty
Mac with a 10hp petrol engine
2118.M - 1 motorised phase changing unit - input 3 phase 415v,
output single phase 240v / 110v
2119.M - 1 flatbed trolley
2120.M - 1 road saw wheeled frame (no saw included) - this
frame will take a petrol engine circular saw
2121.M - 1 pallet containing 4 unused radiators by Acova
2122.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of ladder safety devices
and several lengths of black plastic flexible pipe
2123.M - 1 set of pallet trucks by Parr, capacity approx 2500kg
2124.M - 1 set of pallet trucks by Logitrans, capacity not shown
2125.M - 1 banding kit comprising of a red trolley, a roll of poly
prop strapping, 1 tensioner, 1 crimper & a qty of metal
crimps
2126.M - 1 banding kit comprising of a blue trolley, 2 rolls of poly
prop strapping, 1 tensioner, 2 crimpers & a qty of metal
crimps
2127.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various unused
automotive springs to suit Ford Fiesta, Ford Ka, Vauxhall
Corsa etc
2128.M - 1 small generator with a Briggs and Stratton pull start
petrol engine, output 110/240v, kva not shown

£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£70-£120
£80-£120
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£80-£150
£80-£150
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
£10-£20
£50-£80
£50-£80
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
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2129.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Mil type ML8500W, 2018
model - Please note this generator is designed in Germany
but made in China
2130.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Neilsen type CT1900 boxed and unused
2131.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2132.M - A quantity of various items including a tyre with rim,
clamps etc
2133.M - A quantity of pipe insulation, contents of one shelf
2134.M - A quantity of various drill bits (including large tapered),
bolts etc. Contents of one shelf
2135.M - 4 boxes each containing 2 x Takmats
2136.M - 1 paraffin / kero heater by Corona type RX25 - no box
2137.M - 1 paraffin / kero heater by Corona type RX25 - with box
2138.M - 1 incomplete wood turning lathe by Record Power type
DML36SH, 240v. Please note that this lathe is missing the
bed
2139.M - A quantity of various garden tools, a jerry can etc.
Contents of one shelf
2140.M - 6 various industrial lights
2141.M - 1 box containing approx 30 x tubes of silicone sealant
by Ever Build
2142.M - 5 x 5L bottles of house & siding pressure washer
concentrate by Zep
2143.M - 5 x 5L bottles of house & siding pressure washer
concentrate by Zep
2144.M - 1 box containing 21 tubes of silicone sealant by Soudal
2145.M - 1 petrol engine inverter generator by IMPAX type
IM2500i
2146.M - 1 pressure washer by Nilfisk type C110. 4, 240v
2147.M - 1 bay of boltless metal racking by Zamba
2148.M - 1 router by DeWalt type DW625EL, 110v & a quantity
of various router bits
2149.M - 1 bench top thicknesser by Axminster type CT-356,
240v, YOM 2001
2150.M - 1 bench top morticer by Axminster, 240v, supplied with
1 morticing chisel
2151.M - 1 benchtop pillar drill by Ferm type FTB13, 240v
2152.M - 1 benchtop whetstone grinder by Scheppach type
TiGer 2500, 240v
2153.M - 1 nail gun by Paslode type Impulse IM65A F16 with 2
batteries, 1 charger & a carry case
2154.M - 1 circular saw & 1 angle grinder - both by Hitachi &
both 110v
2155.M - 1 Bosch jigsaw 110v & 1 Ryobi cordless circular saw
with 2 batteries / 1 charger
2156.M - 1 cordless jigsaw by Worx with 1 battery / 1 charger & 1
drill by AEG, 110v
2157.M - 1 DeWalt jigsaw 110v, 1 DeWalt radio 240v & 1 DeWalt
cordless drill with 1 battery but NO charger
2158.M - 2 floor boards clamps, 2 sash cramps & 1 roller stand
2159.M - 1 transformer 110v /3kva, 1 extension lead & 1
distribution box
2160.M - 1 torque tool manual calibrator / analyser by Torque
Leader type MTS2500. RRP of this item when new is £729
2161.M - 1 metal tape label maker / embosser by Dymo type
M11 supplied with 28 spare rolls of metal label / embossing
tape including self adhesive. RRP of this label maker is
region of £250 and the tape is approx £5 per roll
2162.M - 1 benchtop pillar drill by Fobco, 3ph
2163.M - 1 battery starter / charger by Clarke type BC190, 240v,
output 12v / 24v, a 42 piece socket set by Hilka & an 8
piece deep socket set by Pro-Craft
2164.To 2169 are blank lots
2170.M - 1 radial arm cross cut saw with stand by Stromab type
RS/50, 3ph
2171.V - 1 vertical belt sander by Axminster type Trade series
BS6X90, 240v - SP012922
2172.V - 1 benchtop metal turning lathe by Axminster type
Engineer series type SC8/750-AX1, 240v - SP012500
2173.M - 1 radial arm cross cut saw with stand by DeWalt, 240v supplied with several spare blades
2174.M - 1 circular saw bench by Scheppach, 240v - missing
guard

£70-£120
£60-£100
£30-£50
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£110-£160
£30-£50
£10-£20
£60-£100
£50-£80
£50-£80
£20-£40
£40-£70
£100-£180
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£100
£40-£80

£15-£30
£30-£50

£100-£200
£90-£150
£500-£750
£100-£200
£15-£30
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2175.M - 1 sliding mitre saw by Makita type LS1013, 110v
supplied with a Makita saw stand
2176.M - 1 floor standing band saw by Axminster type White
AWESBS, 240v supplied with an Axminster White
RDC100H dust collector 240v & connecting hose
2177.V - 2 heaters by Clarke type Devil 370P, 240v - 3 bulbs are
missing
2178.M - 1 diesel stationary engine by Lister, 2hp
2179.M - 1 small stationery petrol engine by Villiers
2180.M - 1 Massey Ferguson pulley drive & 2 belts
2181.V - 2 ex MOD green canvas end sections for an 18 x 24
Mk3 tent.
2182.V - 2 ex MOD green canvas end sections for an 18 x 24
Mk3 tent.
2183.V - 1 set of high lift pallet trucks
2184.V - 1 unused pit transmission / gear box jack capacity
approx 1/2 ton
2185.V - 1 warehouse trolley
2186.To 2190 are blank lots
2191.V - 1 air operated stapler by Axminster type 100238, 622mm, SP013016
2192.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby series
HBS200N, 240v SP013076
2193.V - 1 compact site mitre saw stand with wheels by
Axminster Trade Series SP012997
2194.V - 1 benchtop circular saw by Axminster type Hobby
series TS200, 240v supplied with 1 blade & 2 short rails.
SP012972
2195.V - 1 benchtop circular saw by Axminster type Hobby
series TS200, 240v supplied with 1 blade & 2 short rails.
SP013039
2196.V - 1 benchtop pillar drill by Axminster type Hobby series
AHDP13B, 240v. SP013089
2197.V - 1 benchtop belt / disk sander by Axminster type Hobby
series AS408, 4" X 8", 240v. SP013074
2198.V - 1 benchtop double ended wide stone grinder by
Axminster type Hobby series AHBGDL, 240V. SP012987
2199.V - 1 benchtop double ended slow running grinder by
Axminster type Trade series AT8SRG2, 240v. SP012865
2200.V - 1 panel circular saw bench by Axminster type Trade
series PS250, 240v. RRP approx £1150. SP012427
2201.V - 1 panel circular saw bench by Axminster type Trade
series PS315, 240v. RRP approx £1999. SP012774 thought to be complete but NO blade included
2202.To 2210 are blank lots
2211.M - 1 metal 7 shelf storage cabinet with fold down shelf
fronts
2212.M - 2 grey metal open front pigeon hole type shelf units
2213.M - 1 shelf unit with 19 shelves & a large quantity of metal
stores bins containing split pins, nuts, screws, washers etc
2214.M - 1 thickness planer by Steton type C. 500R, 3ph, max
width approx 50cm (20")
2215.M - 1 bandsaw by Startrite type 351S, 240v supplied with a
spare blade
2216.M - 1 vertical belt sander / linisher by Interwood Ludwig
Gartner type AZ3N, 3ph supplied with several spare
sanding belts
2217.M - 1 chisel morticer by Multico type K/1, 240v supplied
with 5 various morticing bits
2218.M - 1 pillar drill by Fobco, 3ph
2219.M - 1 set of platform scales by Avery type 3901AAG
2220.M - 1 single bag dust extractor with no make visible, 240v
supplied with a quantity of various pipe work / ducting
2221.M - 1 bench grinder / whetstone sharpener by Kiruna
Slipen type Luna, 240v
2222.M - A quantity of various power tools including a circular
saw, a drill, a sander etc
2223.M - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi, 240v & a quantity of various
disks
2224.M - 1 transformer & several extension leads - all 110v
2225.M - 1 space heater by Andrews - gas / 110v
2226.M - 1 small petrol engine generator by Suzuki type SE700A
2227.M - A quantity of various circular saw blades
2228.M - A quantity of various items including fire extinguishers,
heaters, an armoured extension lead etc

£100-£200
£100-£200
£20-£40
£70-£110
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£70-£100
£50-£90
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£30-£50
£80-£120
£80-£120
£40-£70
£50-£80
£20-£40
£30-£50
£300-£400
£500-£800

£15-£30
£15-£30
£80-£120
£700-£1000
£120-£180
£80-£120
£80-£120
£60-£100
£15-£30
£50-£100
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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2229.M - 2 industrial vacuum cleaners - 1 x Numatic & 1 x
Sealey
2230.M - A quantity of various clamps including 2 sash cramps.
Contents of top shelf
2231.M - A quantity of various G clamps. Contents of middle
shelf
2232.M - A quantity of various large G clamps. Contents of
bottom shelf
2233.M - A quantity of various lights, cables etc. Contents of one
shelf
2234.V - A quantity of various items including industrial spillage
absorbent, oil cans, an oil dispenser etc. Contents of one
shelf
2235.M - 1 beam clamp, 1 plate clamp, 2 pulley blocks & a qty of
various D shackles. Contents of one shelf
2236.M - A quantity of various chain / rope tensioners, short wire
rope strops etc. Contents of one shelf
2237.M - 1 chain block by Prolift capacity approx 3 ton & several
lengths of wire rope / wire. Contents of one shelf
2238.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2239.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2240.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2241.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2242.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2243.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2244.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2245.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - red packs
2246.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - red packs
2247.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - red packs
2248.M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - red packs
2249.M - 40 sets of 6 wooden handle carving chisels in plastic
blister packs
2250.M - 40 sets of 6 wooden handle carving chisels in plastic
blister packs
2251.M - A quantity of various automotive related items including
brake hoses, thermostats, cables, fascia panels etc.
Contents of one shelf
2252.M - A quantity of ear plug dispensers by Sperian type
Howard Leight Source 400 (no ear plugs included).
Contents of one shelf
2253.M - A large quantity of various motorcycle parts and spares
mainly Kawasaki ZZR600. Contents of three shelves
2254.M - 1 cordless collated screw gun by Senco type Dura spin
DS205-14v with 2 batteries and 1 charger
2255.V - 1 ex MOD heavy duty ratchet strap / strop, approx 10m
long, capacity approx 10ton, break strength approx 20 ton.
2256.V - 8 x 5L cans of water based vinyl matt NATO green paint
by Trumatt & 1 other can of paint
2257.V - 2 ex MOD heavy duty ratchet straps / strops / chains,
approx 3.5m long, capacity approx 10ton, break strength
approx 20 ton.
2258.V - 2 ex MOD heavy duty ratchet straps / strops / chains,
approx 3.5m long, capacity approx 10ton, break strength
approx 20 ton.
2259.V - 2 ex MOD heavy duty ratchet straps / strops / chains,
approx 3.5m long, capacity approx 10ton, break strength
approx 20 ton.
2260.To 2266 are blank lots
2267.M - 1 up and over garage door with 2 motorised opening
units by Wessex Lift Box type GBH. Stillage is not included
2268.M - A quantity of various items including hole saws, a
Metabo cordless drill with 2 batteries / 1 charger etc.
Contents of one shelf
2269.M - A quantity of various items including hole saws, a
Metabo corded drill 110v etc. Contents of one shelf

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£15-£30
£10-£20
£40-£70
£30-£50
£25-£50
£40-£70
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50

£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
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2270.M - A quantity of various items including a mitre saw, 2
sanders, a soldering iron, hand tools etc. Contents of one
bay / 3 shelves
2271.M - A quantity of various items including a pipe bender, 2
gas torches, tool bags, hand tools etc. Contents of one bay
/ 3 shelves
2272.M - A quantity of various items including angle grinders, a
jigsaw, a bench grinder, hot air guns, a sander, hand tools
etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2273.M - A quantity of various items including spirit levels, socket
sets, a Clarke torque wrench, a transformer 110v, hand
tools etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2274.M - A quantity of various items including long drill bits,
screws, saw blades, cable clips, a Karcher 411A pressure
washer (no lance / hose) etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
2275.M - 1 pressure washer by Karcher type K2.900, 1 axe, 1
set of shears & 1 heavy duty garden pruner. Contents of
two shelves
2276.M - 2 consumer units by Dorman Smith & 1 switch by
Proteus
2277.M - A quantity of various items including Loft caps, Robus
LED shelf lights, fire rated downlighters etc. Contents of
two shelves
2278.M - 1 wooden box containing a quantity of various car lights
/ parts and 1 trailer board. Contents of one shelf
2279.M - 1 roll of welded wire mesh - roll is 48 inches wide &
30m long
2280.M - A quantity of various electrical related items including
light bulbs, light fittings, flexible conduit etc. Contents of two
shelves
2281.M - 4 long SDS drill bits & a cable instalation tool. Contents
of one shelf
2282.M - A quantity of various mainly electrical related items
including an extraction hood, a frost watch heater, wall
boxes, cable clips etc. Contents of two shelves
2283.M - 1 high lift jack by Simplex, capacity 15 ton, 22 inch lift no handle supplied
2284.V - 1 mitre cutter by Performance type PCM5210L, 240v
2285.V - A quantity of various items including a wide selection of
air tools, 341M release fluid etc. Contents of one shelf
2286.V - A quantity of various harnesses, belts, lanyards etc
2287.M - A quantity of approx 280 x 3M particulate respirator /
surgical masks
2288.M - A quantity of approx 280 x 3M particulate respirator /
surgical masks
2289.To 2300 are blank lots
2301.M - A quantity of various items including white UPVC pipe,
gutter & fittings, alloy channel etc
2302.M - 3 long metal framed trolleys
2303.M - 4 various windows including 1 Velux (NO flashing)
2304.M - 1 large water filter by Structural 60.7L & 1 small water
filter
2305.M - 5 black plastic drinking troughs by JFC
2306.M - 1 green plastic oil tank - missing cap and no other
details visible
2307.M - 1 black plastic cylinderical water tank by Enduramaxx,
4000L
2308.M - 20 Heras type metal mesh fence panels & 1 pallet of
feet
2309.M - 31 various plastic pallets & 2 plastic containers
2310.M - 6 adjustable metal trestles
2311.M - A quantity of various drinkers and feeders
2312.V - 1 black painted metal fire canopy / hood
2313.V - 1 black painted metal fire canopy / hood
2314.V - 1 black painted metal fire canopy / hood
2315.V - A quantity of treated timber comprising of approx 108
lengths at 1.8m x 150mm x 22mm
2316.V - A quantity of treated timber comprising of approx 102
lengths at 1.8m x 150mm x 22mm
2317.V - A quantity of treated timber comprising of approx 108
lengths at 1.8m x 150mm x 22mm
2318.V - A quantity of various timber including 2 x 14cm square
posts
2319.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak

£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30

£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£100-£200
£150-£250
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
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2320.M - 3 pallets containing a quantity of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2321.V - 4 slabs of slate, each approx 1.5m x 90cm - 3 are
approx 25mm thick & 1 approx 20mm thick
2322.V - 4 slabs of slate, each approx 1.5m x 90cm - 3 are
approx 25mm thick & 1 approx 20mm thick
2323.V - 4 slabs of slate, each approx 1.5m x 90cm - 3 are
approx 25mm thick & 1 approx 20mm thick
2324.V - 1 pallet containing various pieces of slate (B)
2325.V - 1 pallet containing various slate offcuts (C)
2326.V - 1 pallet containing 14 various pieces of slate (A)
2327.V - 14 slate ridge tiles
2328.V - 1 wooden crate containing 4 stone steps
2329.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2330.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2331.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2332.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2333.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2334.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2335.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2336.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2337.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2338.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2339.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2340.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2341.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2342.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2343.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2344.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2345.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 92cm
2346.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 1.84m
2347.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.41m
2348.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.41m
2349.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.85m
2350.V - 1 tropical hardwood turned heel gate width approx 3.
66m
2351.V - 1 tropical hardwood turned heel gate width approx 3.
6m
2352.V - 1 oak gate width approx 3.66m
2353.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.22m
2354.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.36m
2355.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3m
2356.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m - damage to top bar
2357.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
2358.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2359.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2360.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.6m
2361.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2362.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2363.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2364.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2365.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2366.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2367.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
2368.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 92cm
2369.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 92cm
2370.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.22m
2371.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.22m
2372.V - 2 tall wooden gates both approx 1.75m wide & 1 low
gate approx 1.53m wide

£120-£160
£200-£300
£200-£300
£200-£300
£20-£40
£50-£80
£100-£180
£30-£50
£50-£80
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£300-£400
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50
£50-£90
£50-£80
£50-£90
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
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2373.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.78m
£20-£40
2374.V - 1 wooden turned heel gate width approx 3.16m
£30-£50
2375.V - 1 wooden turned heel gate width approx 3.3m
£30-£50
2376.V - 1 wooden turned heel gate width approx 3.3m
£30-£50
2377.V - 1 wooden turned heel gate width approx 3.66m
£30-£50
2378.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m - damage to top bar £10-£20
2379.M - A quantity of complete 7 1/4 inch gauge miniature
£300-£500
railway track sections comprising of 4 x straight sections
with sleepers each approx 3 metres long, 14 curved
sections with sleepers each approx 3m long, 1 metal bridge
& 2 sit on carriages with 3 bogies (1 double hole & 2 single
hole). Stillage is not included
2380.M - A metal anti vandal 3 room site mess / canteen
£1800-£2500
container approx 9.75m x 3.03m (32 foot) with key
2381.M - A metal anti vandal single room site office container £1100-£1500
approx 6.32m x 2.74m (20 foot) with key
2382.M - A quantity of pallet racking comprising of 10 uprights at £120-£240
3.05m to 2.45m high / 1.2m deep & a quantity of
crossbeams at 2.88m wide
2383.V - 1 bay of boltless stores type racking - 2m high, 60cm
£10-£20
deep & 2.51m wide - NO chipboard shelves
2384.V - A quantity of grey / orange pallet racking comprising of £450-£550
12 uprights at 90cm deep / 4.8m high and 46 crossbeams
at 2.7m wide
2385.V - 4 heavy-duty Metal bike racks
£30-£60
2386.M - 1 green plastic cylinderical oil tank by Titan type
£40-£70
V2500TT, 2500L - missing cap
2387.M - 1 twin axle box trailer with rear roller shutter door, ring £300-£400
hitch fitted, body size approx 3.7m long (not including front
V), 1.94m wide, internal ceiling height approx 1.84m (door
height lower)..
2388.M - 1 small metal oil tank
£10-£20
2389.M - 4 poster 3 tonne vehicle ramp by Tecalemit, 3ph, with £150-£250
jacking beam. Spare 1ph 3hp motor included.
2390.M - 1 hydraulic Jacking beam for 4 poster ramps
£50-£80
2391.V - 1 Caravan by Bessacarr, Cameo 470 GL, 4 berth, twin £800-£1000
axle with awning & accessories.
2392.M - Sunra Hawk Electric Moped 3000W, Blue, WA67 FME, £600-£800
First reg 01/09/2017, V5C present, no MOT as less than 3
years old, Odometer: 72 miles.. 10% B.Premium
2393.M - Landrover Freelander HSE TD4, Reg NV56 YNZ, 1st £5000-£5500
reg 24/01/2007, Manual 6sp Diesel 2179cc 4x4 estate.
Odometer 79000' MoT 3/11/2018. 10% B.Premium.
2394.V - Ford transit 125 T350 RWD Fridge / freezer van. REG £1200-£1500
EY62 ZWP.. 3500kgs, 2198 cc Diesel, 1st reg 17/09/2012.
MoT 4/09/2019.. Odometer 211989 miles. 10% BP
2395.V - Ford transit 125 T350 RWD Fridge / freezer van. REG £1500-£2000
EO62 FMF.. 3500kgs, 2198 cc Diesel, 1st reg 09/02/2013.
MoT 03/09/2019.. Odometer 177493 miles. 10% BP
2396.V - Ford Transit 125 T350 RWD Fridge / freezer van. REG £1500-£2000
EF12 ZXH.. 3500kgs, 2198 cc Diesel, 1st reg 17/08/2012.
MoT 23/08/2019.. Odometer 145431 miles. 10% BP
2397.V - Ford Transit 110 T330M FWD Panel Van, VRM: LR08 £500-£800
HTE, Odometer: 166,600, 2198cc, Manual, Diesel, White,
1st Reg: 10/03/2008, MOT: Expires 20/02/2019, V5C
Present, Key Present, some paperwork in office. Former
Keepers: 1. 10% BP
2398.V - 1 Mercedes Axor 1823 18 tonne Box lorry. Reg WX55 £3000-£4000
OEW, 1st Reg. 01/01/2006. MoT 31/10/2018, 6370 cc,
Sleeper, large tail lift fitted. 407649 kms. 10% BP
2399.V - Iveco Ford Cursor 18 Ton removals Lorry. Reg FD03
YAF, 1st reg 20/05/2003.. MoT End May 2019, Tacho
Inspection due 15/03/2019. 7790 cc.Diesel. approx 392000
Kms. Rear Air Suspension, Double bunks, Analogue tacho,
Double fuel tanks, 5 barn side doors, 2 barn rear doors.
2400.M - 40 ft Shipping container. Located on Airfield nearby. £1000-£1200
Ask office for directions
2401.M - 1 Towermatic Automatic Tower System type T400. This £500-£800
is an easy set up cross over between a scissor lift and an
access tower. Max platform height 4m, max working height
6m, weight 230kg, SWL 250kg, manual (not battery)
operation
2402.M - A quantity of various unused car body parts. Stillage is £10-£20
not included
2403.M - A quantity of various unused car body parts. Stillage is £10-£20
not included
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2404.M - A quantity of various unused car body parts. Stillage is £10-£20
not included
2405.M - 2 Worcester FKT-1s solar water heating panels
£200-£300
2406.V - 6 free standing bays of red / grey metal boltless stores £80-£160
type racking, each bay approx 2.44m high, 90cm deep &
2.44m wide - NO chipboard shelves are included
2407.V - 1 gas / electric space heater by Andrews type G260
£20-£40
and 1 workshop heater with no make visible, 1ph
2408.M - 1 pallet containing 13 various internal doors
£15-£30
2409.V - Blank
2410.M - 2 Mini moto type motorcycles - both require attention
£20-£40
and 1 is obviously missing some parts (seat etc)
2411.V - 1 towed sweeper by Agri-Fab part no 45-0492, 44 inch £50-£100
2412.M - 1 unused internal floor standing condensing oil boiler £400-£600
by Grant type Vortex Pro 26-36S code VTXS2636
2413.V - 1 large wooden table
£100-£200
2414.M - 2 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of kindling
£30-£50
wood
2415.M - 2 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of kindling
£30-£50
wood
2416.M - 2 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of kindling
£30-£50
wood
2417.M - 2 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of kindling
£30-£50
wood
2418.M - 2 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of kindling
£30-£50
wood
2419.M - 2 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of kindling
£30-£50
wood
2420.M - 1 dumpy bag containing a large quantity of kindling
£15-£30
wood
2421.M - 2 x LG air conditioning units, 4 x LG air conditioning
£40-£70
blowers, 1 controller and 1 condensation pump
2422.M - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet, 1 wheeled cage
£20-£40
and 1 bay of Grey metal boltless racking
2423.M - An 18 door blue / grey metal personnel locker with
£20-£40
most keys - at least 2 keys are missing
2424.M - 1 heavy duty metal side gate (no hinges) approx 91cm £40-£70
wide x 2.1m high
2425.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of flatpacked Dexion type £20-£40
bolted stores type racking comprising of 16 uprights, a
quantity of various shelves & nuts / bolts
2426.M - 1 green plastic compost bin
£8-£15
2427.M - 10 various fire extinguishers
£20-£40

Day 2 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. Bathroom & kitchen fittings, lighting,
artist materials
3001.V - 1 under counter washing machine by Indesit type
IWME126 - missing bottom front panel
3002.V - 1 integrated single glass door wine fridge by Neff
3003.V - 1 standard size integrated fridge with ice box by Neff
3004.V - 1 free standing fridge freezer by Beko
3005.V - 1 tall integrated two door fridge freezer by Neff
3006.V - 1 tall integrated single door fridge with internal freezer
compartment by Neff
3007.V - 1 Beko integrated double oven, 1 Beko cooker hood & 1
Caple 4 ring hob - all items are electric
3008.V - 1 cooker hood by Neff, 900mm wide
3009.V - 1 cooker hood, 1m wide - missing filter / light panel
3010.V - 1 warming drawer by Neff type HZWE140
3011.V - 1 warming drawer by Miele type ESW5080-14
3012.V - 1 warming drawer by Miele type EGW5060-14
3013.V - 1 integrated microwave by Neff with surround trim
3014.V - 1 gas hob by Neff - 5 ring
3015.V - 1 wall chimney hood by Caple type CGC610SS, 60cm
wide
3016.V - 1 cooker hood by Baumatic, 60cm wide
3017.V - 1 metal / glass cooker hood by Neff, 60cm wide
3018.V - 7 pairs of Armitage Shanks Sandringham bath taps & 1
Blancocrest mixer tap
3019.V - 1 single lever mixer tap by Ideal type Sottini Turano NO pop up waste

£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£70-£120
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
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3020.V - 1 single lever mixer tap with pop up waste - no make
visible
3021.V - 1 wall mounted 2 hole mixer tap by Crosswater - NO
pop up waste
3022.V - 1 mixer tap by Similor Group type Laufen with pop up
waste
3023.V - 1 single lever bath tub mixer tap with spout, rim
mounted, 3 hole by Ideal type Sottini Turano
3024.V - 1 single lever mixer tap by Aqua Flow (no waste) , 1
diverter valve with ceramic lever and 1 single lever mixer
tap by Ideal with pop up waste
3025.V - 1 wash basin wall mounted faucet tap by Oras type
Ilbagno Alessi
3026.V - A bath / shower 5 hole mixer tap - missing shower
attachment
3027.V - A Neff built in extractor fan with lights
3028.V - A Neff built in extractor fan with lights
3029.V - 1 cooker hood, 60cm wide - NO make visible
3030.V - 1 Franke mixer tap - NO side spray unit
3031.V - 1 chrome deck mounted bath tap by Vado type
Elements
3032.V - 1 chrome tap by Grohe type Tenso - missing shower
attachment
3033.V - 1 wash basin faucet tap by Oras type Ilbagno Alessi
8500F - with pop up waste
3034.V - 1 contemporary kitchen tap by Perrin & Rowe - NO
waste
3035.V - 1 kitchen mixer tap by Ideal type Concept Blue - NO
waste
3036.V - A quantity of various mainly shower related items
including valves, a leg set, a shower gulley etc
3037.V - A quantity of various handles, knobs & rails in chrome,
wood, brass etc
3038.V - 1 cooker hood by Neff, 70cm wide
3039.V - 1 Calsoft M water softener & 1 Triflow mini drinking
water filtration system
3040.V - A quantity of various mainly bath related items including
wastes, leg sets, panels etc. Contents of one shelf
3041.V - A quantity of various items including a shower seat, a
bath stool, lights, holders etc. Contents of one shelf
3042.V - 1 wall mounted shower by Roca type Evolution
2H0416000
3043.V - 1 wall mounted shower with digital control & built in
lights- no make visible
3044.V - 1 shower by Mira type Platinum with low pressure digital
mixer & wireless controller
3045.V - 1 shower by Crosswater type RM553WC+
3046.V - 1 shower by Aqualisa type Visage with digital pump
3047.V - 1 shower by Ideal type Ceratherm 100
3048.V - 1 shower by Roper Rhodes type Event Square Shower
System SVSET31
3049.V - A quantity of various mainly shower related items
including heads, bars, valves etc
3050.V - 1 round polished stainless steel 300mm shower head
with arm by Roper Rhodes - no stock valve
3051.V - 1 round 9 inch shower head with vertical riser arm by
Burlington - NO vertical riser kit is included
3052.V - 3 shower heads by Grohe & 1 Heritage shower handset
3053.V - 1 square 250mm polished stainless steel shower head
by Roper Rhodes type SVHEAD15 - head only, NO arm
included
3054.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various ceramic basins
and pedestals
3055.V - 1 pallet containing 4 white ceramic basins by Roca & 4
pedestals by Zoom
3056.V - 1 pallet containing 9 various ceramic wall basins
3057.V - 1 pallet containing 5 various ceramic toilet pans (1 has
chip on back corner) - NO cisterns included
3058.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various ceramic toilet
pans - NO cisterns included
3059.V - 1 pallet containing various toilet related items including
flush plates, concealed cistern kits by Geberit etc
3060.V - 1 push button close coupled Doc M toilet /basin pack white grab rails
3061.V - 1 push button close coupled Doc M toilet /basin pack blue grab rails

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£80-£140
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£40-£70
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3062.V - 1 push button close coupled Doc M toilet /basin pack blue grab rails
3063.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of ceramic basins
3064.V - 1 inset sink by Rangemaster type Cubix 985 508 1.5
bowl onyx
3065.V - 1 inset sink by Franke type KBX 160-45-20, 1.5 bowl
stainless steel
3066.V - 2 inset stainless steel sinks by Leisure type Linear 1.5
bowl - 1 of these sinks has an AF1 tap included & 1 does
not have a tap
3067.V - 1 inset stainless steel sink by Blanco with built in
drainer & 2 stainless steel basins by Blanco
3068.V - 1 basin pick up pack by Roca type Laura & 1 white
ceramic twin bowl Belfast type sink
3069.V - 1 pallet containing 5 various shower trays
3070.V - 1 pallet containing 5 various shower trays
3071.V - 1 cooker hood by Baumatic, 60cm wide, stainless steel
3072.V - 1 cooker hood by Baumatic, 60cm wide, stainless steel
3073.V - 1 cooker hood by Baumatic, 60cm wide, stainless steel
3074.V - 1 inset stainless steel sink by Carron Phoenix
3075.V - 1 inset stainless steel sink by Carron Phoenix, 1.5 bowl
3076.V - 1 stainless steel sink by Caple type Form 3617/4131 &
a quantity of various Caple sink fittings
3077.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various shower screens
etc
3078.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various bifold doors,
bath screens etc
3079.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various shower screens
etc
3080.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various shower
screens, doors etc
3081.V - 1 pallet containing 2 fibreglass baths, 1 bath screen etc
3082.V - 1 pallet containing 1 metal bath, 1 plastic bath, a folding
door etc
3083.V - 1 pallet containing 1 plastic bath, 1 corner shower tray
etc
3084.V - 1 pallet containing various items including a wall hung
basin with vanity unit, other units, a mirror etc
3085.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a wall hung unit, a storage unit etc
3086.V - 2 pallets containing a quantity of various items including
pull out baskets, waste bins etc
3087.V - 1 illuminated mirror by Induct type MLE440
3088.V - 1 offset round mirror
3089.V - 1 roll of RIW Tilesafe membrane
3090.V - A quantity of various toilet seats
3091.M - 2 used white ceramic basins with pedestals
3092.V - 1 pallet containing 4 x white ceramic toilet pans - NO
cisterns
3093.V - 1 pallet containing a vanity unit with basin & 3 other
various cabinets
3094.V - 1 free standing soaking bath with chrome leg set by
Hudson Reed type Kensington 150cm x 73cm RRP £427
3095.V - 1 free standing soaking bath by Belfry Bathroom type
Bellissima 175cm x 75cm RRP £539
3096.V - 2 white vanity cabinets - NO basins
3097.V - 1 white ceramic inset sink - 1.5 bowl
3098.V - 1 cream plastic inset sink by Poalgi - 2 bowl
3099.V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3100.V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3101.V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3102.V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3103.V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3104.V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3105.V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3106.V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3107.V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3108.V - 1 small corner basin milled from solid limestone
3109.V - 1 small corner basin milled from solid limestone
3110.V - 1 small white vanity unit with basin
3111.V - 1 bathroom mirror with built in LED lights
3112.V - 1 Tallula white bathroom cabinet with mirror

£40-£70
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£5-£15
£15-£30
£15-£30
£80-£120
£90-£150
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£100-£160
£100-£160
£100-£160
£100-£160
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
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3113.V - 2 small stainless steel bathroom mirrored cabinets by
Austin & 1 oval mirror
3114.V - 1 counter top basin by Cassellie
3115.V - 1 Cottingham white wall mounted electric heated towel
rail
3116.V - 1 wall hung roll top recessed basin by Clearwater type
B8E 65cm RRP £295
3117.V - 1 white ceramic semi recessed 85cm wide basin by
Home Etc RRP £99
3118.V - 1 white ceramic Cityspace rimless close coupled toilet
pan with cistern - Please note that the cistern is missing the
top
3119.V - 2 Cosi glass square guards & 1 Vitra radiator cover
3120.V - 1 vanity unit by Pure 60.5cm - NO basin included
3121.V - 1 white ceramic toilet pan with 2 cisterns - both have
lids
3122.V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Trade International
3123.V - 4 post lights by Endon type Tango Post 13922
3124.V - 2 wall lights by Maytoni type Domino Grey
3125.V - 1 ceiling fan with spotlights by Mini Sun type Scimitar
42" chrome / black
3126.V - 1 chandelier type 5 arm pendant light by Globo type
63118-5
3127.V - A 6 light candle chandelier by Hazelwood Home type
Cordero RRP £92
3128.V - 4 post lights by Endon type Tango Post 13922
3129.V - A 3 bulb pendant light by Eglo type Tarbes
3130.V - A 7 bulb chandelier type pendant light by Endon type
Phantom 7CH
3131.V - A 12 bulb chandelier type pendant light by Endon type
Clarence12LT
3132.V - 2 kitchen island pendant lights by Schuller type Bubble
860218
3133.V - 1 will light by Eglo type Malva & 2 picture type wall
lights by Kolarz type Vienna
3134.V - 1 metal chandelier type pendant light by Light type
351016511
3135.V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Alzira 1lt & 1 pendant
light by Searchlight type 3228CC
3136.V - 1 wall light by Pacific type Albany & 1 mini pendant light
by Schuller type Arian 1L
3137.V - 1 wall light by Endon type Fenwick 60798
3138.V - 4 outdoor wall lights by Firstlight type Plaza comprising
3 x 6405ST & 1 x 3431ST
3139.V - 4 LED ceiling lights by Aurolite
3140.V - 1 pendant light by Oaks type Fern & 1 pendant light by
Searchlight type Regal 8636CH
3141.V - 2 black steampunk swing arm wall lights by Mini Sun
type Holden, 1 pendant light by Lampex & 1 triple spotlight
plate
3142.V - A 4 bulb square light fitting with shades - no other
details visible
3143.V - 1 floor standing lamp by Febland type OK-365F4W
3144.V - 2 beige fabric shades by Pacific
3145.V - 4 twin wall lights by Saxby type Palin, 2 single wall
lights by Saxby type Icarus, 2 wall lights by Eglo type Ono1
& 1 LED mirror light
3146.V - 1 matt grey pendant light by Dar type Kaelan
3147.V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Endon type Lullaby
3148.V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Leuchten type
15047-17
3149.V - 1 rise / fall pendant light by Endon type Polka SN
3150.V - 1 wall light by Endon type Hudson & 1 light bar by
Brilliant type Dalma
3151.V - 1 semi flush light by Firstlight type Madison 4887CR & 2
white leaf lights by Vida
3152.V - 1 pendant light by Oaks type Fern & 1 pendant light by
Firstlight type 2301CL
3153.V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Trade Fair type
4002-5G & 2 copper finish pendant lights by Searchlight
3154.V - 6 wall lights by Kolarz type 0342.62M.3
3155.V - 4 outdoor swan neck wall lanterns by Mini Sun type
22387
3156.V - 2 chandelier type pendant lights type Marie Therese 9
light
3157.V - 1 pendant light by Eglo type Pasteri

£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£15-£30
£10-£20
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3158.V - 2 wall lights by Alfa with shades & 1 pendant light by
Globo type 15188D
3159.V - 2 flush mount LED lights by Paul Neuhaus type Nevis
RRP £100 each
3160.V - 2 pendant lights by Dar type Heath 1lt
3161.V - 1 pendant light by Action type Crystal
3162.V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Orta 9lt & 1 wall light by
Augenti
3163.V - 1 LED ceiling light by Eglo type Valmora
3164.V - 1 ceiling light by Brilliant type Eode
3165.V - 3 packs each containing 3 x undercabinet lights by
Saxby type Hera
3166.V - 2 packs each containing 3 x LED A60 GLS lamps & 6 x
LED GU10 bulbs
3167.V - 2 x ceiling lights by Endon type Firenz 387-30SC
3168.V - 2 x ceiling lights by Endon type Firenz 387-30SC
3169.M - 1 Velux window overall size approx 1.4m x 78cm
supplied with various used flashings
3170.V - 1 black ceramic toilet by Vida XL & 2 black ceramic
cistern by Vida XL
3171.V - 44 slate tiles each 30cm square
3172.M - 1 shelf unit with mirror by Keramag type Citterio
835635
3173.V - 1 designer vertical double panel radiator by Hudson
Reed type HL326 white, RRP varies but region of £150 /
180
3174.V - 1 anthracite heated straight towel rail / radiator,
700mmx 500mm
3175.V - 1 anthracite heated straight towel rail / radiator,
700mmx 500mm
3176.V - 1 dark grey vertical designer radiator by Eucotherm
type Nova RRP £132
3177.V - 1 flat tube designer towel rail, 1564mm x 500mm, black
3178.V - 1 chrome oval fixed shower curtain rail by Hudson
Reed, 111cm, RRP £109
3179.V - 1 chrome oval fixed shower curtain rail by Hudson
Reed, 111cm, RRP £109
3180.V - 1 stainless steel inset sink by Astracast type Korona, 1
bowl with drainer
3181.To 3192 are blank lots
3193.V - 1 corner shower tray by STC
3194.V - 2 x Aqua twin panel sliding bath screens
3195.V - 2 bath screens & 1 bath front panel
3196.V - 1 glass pivot door & 2 hinged glass doors
3197.V - 1 glass screen & 1 glass side panel
3198.V - 4 x 2 person personnel lockers - NO KEYS
3199.V - 2 white 6 panel internal doors, both approx 198cm x
83.5cm, RRP 69 each
3200.V - 2 internal glazed doors by JBK each approx 198cm x
83.5cm, RRP £69 each. Please note that one of these
doors has broken glass and the other is scratched
3201.V - 2 white 6 panel internal doors, both approx 198cm x
76cm, RRP 69 each
3202.V - 4 various internal white doors by Premdor - 1 is a fire
door
3203.V - 2 internal pine doors by Jeld-Wen each 1.99m x 61cm
& 1 flush fit internal door
3204.V - 5 various internal white doors by Premdor - at least 1 is
a fire door
3205.V - 7 various internal white doors by Premdor - at least 1 is
a fire door
3206.V - 3 pre finished oak Palermo internal doors by XL Joinery
type PFINTOPAL33, 1981mm X 838mm x 35mm
3207.V - 1 pre finished oak Palermo internal door by XL Joinery
type PFINTOPAL30, 1981mm X 762mm x 35mm
3208.V - 1 pre finished oak shaker internal door (4 light) by XL
Joinery type PFGOSHA4L33, 1981mm x 838mm x 35mm
3209.V - 1 Coventry internal door by LPD approx 198cm x
76.2cm, RRP £163 & 1 other unglazed internal door approx
198cm x 68.5cm
3210.V - 1 white internal door by LPD approx 203cm x 81.5cm,
RRP £125 & 2 bifold doors approx 195cm x 37cm / 74cm
3211.V - 22 x white panel doors by Premdor, 1981 x 533 x 35mm
3212.M - 1 pallet containing 10 internal doors by Vicaima
3213.M - 8 internal doors by Vicaima all at 1981mmx 457mmx
44mm

£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£60
£10-£20
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£50-£100
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
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3214.M - 5 various internal doors
3215.M - 4 used wood effect internal doors comprising 2 at
approx 198cm x 76cm & 2 at approx 198cm x 68cm
3216.M - One pallet containing a small quantity of laminate
flooring
3217.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various doors
3218.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various doors
3219.V - 15 white internal doors by Premdor at 198cm x 46cm &
1 similar door at 198cm x 53cm
3220.V - 7 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
84cm
3221.V - 8 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
76cm
3222.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
76cm
3223.V - 9 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
76cm
3224.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
61cm
3225.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
61cm
3226.V - 8 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
61cm
3227.V - 6 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
68.5cm
3228.V - 12 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
76cm
3229.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
84cm
3230.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
84cm
3231.V - 8 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
83cm
3232.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
61cm
3233.To 3240 are blank lots
3241.M - 100 Preprinted canvases 14 inches x 18 inches Van
Gogh Street Cafe Scene hard tulip wood stretcher strips
shrink wrapped
3242.M - 100 Preprinted canvases 14 inches x 18 inches Van
Gogh Street Cafe Scene hard tulip wood stretcher strips
shrink wrapped
3243.M - 100 Preprinted canvases 14 inches x 18 inches Van
Gogh Street Cafe Scene hard tulip wood stretcher strips
shrink wrapped
3244.M - 100 Preprinted canvases 14 inches x 18 inches Van
Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood stretcher strips
shrink wrapped.
3245.M - 100 Preprinted canvases 14 inches x 18 inches Van
Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood stretcher strips
shrink wrapped.
3246.M - 100 Preprinted canvases 14 inches x 18 inches Van
Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood stretcher strips
shrink wrapped.
3247.M - 100 Preprinted canvases 14 inches x 18 inches Van
Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood stretcher strips
shrink wrapped.
3248.M - 1 shrink wrap tunnel conveyor by Blue Bird Packaging,
240v
3249.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of 1000+ Pine stretcher
strips, standard and deep profile
3250.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3251.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3252.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3253.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3254.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£30-£50
£60-£80
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
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3255.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3256.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3257.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3258.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3259.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3260.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3261.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3262.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3263.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3264.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 24 inches wide x 3
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3265.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3266.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3267.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3268.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3269.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3270.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3271.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3272.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3273.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.
3274.M - 50 Rolls preprimed cotton canvas 32 inches wide x 4
meters 380 grams per square meter double acrylic primed
suitable for acrylic or oil paint.

£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
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£100-£150
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